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Hello, and welcome to the winter edition of Adviser Today.
As you may have surmised from the cover of this publication, it contains
much talk of change; changing priorities, changing tools, changing client
demographics and so on. However, if there is any profession which has proven
itself adaptable when faced with change, it must surely be that of professional
financial advice.
Advisers must be adaptable in two senses. Firstly, you must be able to change in
accordance with the myriad hats you wear within your role; marketer, business
administrator, wizard of new technology, recruiter of new clients, researcher,
salesperson, student, technical specialist and, very often, counsellor. It is
difficult to think of any other career which needs such a breadth of skills, yet
advisers very often need to deliver every single one with expert precision. After
all, financial health can be just as important to the quality of life of consumers
as their physical wellbeing.
Secondly, one must also constantly adapt to the changing landscape in which
we work, and these changes can often be things over which we have no control
whatsoever. Regulatory developments, political upheaval and its effect upon
the markets, a population which is, overall, living longer, new products and
the pace of technological evolution. Time and time again, financial advice
has overcome the challenges presented by these changes, and embraced the
opportunities revealed as a result.
In 2019, I am sure that we will encounter a great deal more change; both
major and minor. I am equally sure that advisers will take all of that change in
their stride and continue to focus on the most important aspect at the heart
of everything we do, regardless of what may be happening on the periphery,
delivering high-quality advice which provides positive outcomes for clients.
Rest assured, that SimplyBiz will remain dedicated to supporting you in every
way to ensure that you can grow and develop your business whilst providing
service to your clients which is second to none.
I do hope you enjoy this edition of Adviser Today. If you have any feedback, or
there is something you would like to see covered in the future, please let us know.

Best regards,
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IN YOUR CORNER

Ken Davy has been at the forefront of the financial services profession for
five decades, and yet he remains as passionate today as he has ever been
about the promotion of the adviser community and ensuring consumers
have adequate access to advice. In this edition of ‘In your corner’, Ken tells
us why there’s nothing soft about ‘soft skills’, and how access to information
is essential for the financial health of consumers.

Ken Davy
Chairman
The SimplyBiz Group
It has been only a few years since the Life Insurance Association
(LIA) and the Society of Financial Advisers (SOFA) merged to create
the Personal Finance Society (PFS) and, a bit like Brexit, regardless of
whether or not you supported the merger, once it was agreed virtually
everyone wanted it to be a success.
Encouragingly, an early win was when the designation ‘Chartered
Financial Planner’ was approved by the Privy Council, putting our
profession firmly on the road to parity with the law and accountancy
professions.
Some other outcomes, however, were much less welcome, in
particular the virtual disappearance of training in the so called ‘soft
skills’. These were a key part of the LIA’s heritage and recognised
the vital importance of ‘soft skills’ to the successful delivery of high
quality financial advice. Indeed, you can have all the qualifications in
the world, but if you haven’t got the basic skills to develop a rapport
with your clients, they are very unlikely to follow your advice.

‘INDEED, YOU CAN HAVE ALL THE
QUALIFICATIONS IN THE WORLD,
BUT IF YOU HAVEN’T GOT THE
BASIC SKILLS TO DEVELOP A
RAPPORT WITH YOUR CLIENTS,
THEY ARE VERY UNLIKELY TO
FOLLOW YOUR ADVICE.’

At last, however, there are some promising signs that the yawning
gap in the training and motivation of financial advisers is starting
to be addressed. Both the New Model Business Academy (NMBA)
and the PFS are making important strides in delivering events which
highlight the value of ‘soft skills’.
A great example was a conference in September where the PFS
and the Million Dollar Round Table (MDRT) hosted an MDRT
Day. The CII’s Great Hall was packed out, mostly with non-MDRT
members, to hear top speakers from across the UK.
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The speakers (I must confess I was one), highlighted the key factors
which help financial advisers develop successful long term client
relationships. Everything from the basics of providing a quality
service, to the importance of under promising and over delivering,
and all points in between. The day reinforced the value of advisers’
relationships with clients and demonstrated that, rather than being
replaced by robo-advice, advisers can harness technology to enhance
their services, save time and serve more clients for the mutual benefit
of all concerned.
I hope that we will now see a resurgence of training in ‘soft skills’
so that good quality financial planning continues to help clients have
the money they need most when they need it the most.
A little more conversation and a little more action
please!
Easy ‘access to advice’ is recognised by the FCA as a worthy
concept, however, all too often they introduce rules which run
contrary to this important goal. This is despite the fact that it has
been demonstrated countless times that the more consumers are able
to work with professional financial advisers, the better it is for them
and the economy as a whole.
However for some, the cost of advice, and the sad fact that there
are currently simply not enough advisers to meet the demand, mean
that personal advice is not an immediate option for everyone. For
this reason, I believe the Government and the regulator also need
to jointly focus upon ‘access to information’. I deliberately use the
term ‘information’ because I don’t believe consumers understand the
difference between guidance and advice, whereas everyone recognises
that information and advice are completely different.
Taking pensions as the key element of any sound financial plan;
we know that the vast majority of people need to put more into
their pension pot, and start to do it earlier, yet, how regularly is
this communicated to consumers? Apart from through financial
advisers directly to clients, the answer is ‘not very often – if at all!’
An important practical step for employees has been auto-enrolment,
of which I was one of the early architects. It has made a good start
as a one-size-fits-all basic provision and there are also some early
signs that having that AE base is encouraging people to increase their
personal savings.
Nonetheless, there is currently a dearth of sources passing information
to the public of the importance of saving more and saving earlier.

IN YOUR CO RN E R

‘TAKING PENSIONS AS THE KEY ELEMENT OF ANY SOUND FINANCIAL PLAN; WE
KNOW THAT THE VAST MAJORITY OF PEOPLE NEED TO PUT MORE INTO THEIR
PENSION POT, AND START TO DO IT EARLIER, YET, HOW REGULARLY IS THIS
COMMUNICATED TO CONSUMERS?’
Pensions Wise appears to be widely acknowledged as an expensive non-event and
the fate of the Pensions Dashboard currently hangs in the balance. The recently
suggested ‘DB triage’ system sounds like it needs much more thought from the
regulator to avoid it being hugely confusing for consumers and advisers alike.
Indeed, it may end up being completely counterproductive if it makes it more
difficult for advisers to provide an initial, low cost, or complimentary, overview
of a prospective client’s existing arrangements.
All of this makes initiatives like the Scottish Widows and Pension Geeks
‘Pension Awareness Bus’, which undertook its annual tour around the UK in early
September, particularly important. I can comment on this first-hand because the
bus visited The SimplyBiz Group’s offices last year, and a significant percentage
of our staff increased their own pension contributions following the visit. This
clearly demonstrates a hunger for more knowledge, and the latent motivation to
act upon it, amongst consumers of all ages and income levels.
The onus is now upon the Government and FCA to find a viable way to
promote ‘easy access’ to good quality financial advice, so that it becomes a reality
rather than an ineffective slogan. If the result is more people saving more money
sooner, they and the country as a whole will be the winners.

You can keep up with Ken’s regular
blogs in the ‘News’ section of the
The SimplyBiz Group’s website.
You can also see Ken in conversation
with Sir Steve Webb on how to
create a savings culture in the UK at
www.theadviceshow.co.uk
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THE BIGGEST ADVICE
OPPORTUNITIES AND
THREATS FOR

2018 has been an eventful year in financial services and, as it draws to a close, we were keen to
find out how advisers were feeling about what 2019 might bring. Based on an exclusive piece of
research conducted by Aegon, we look at what advisers feel may be threats and opportunities for
the year ahead, with commentary from experts from both Aegon and The SimplyBiz Group.
In today’s world, change is a constant and, in financial services, this is
often driven by the Government or regulators introducing new policy
initiatives or changing rules and regulations. Change creates huge
opportunities for advisers to help their clients optimise their financial
planning, but can also pose threats. Aegon is always keen to hear from
advisers on where they see future opportunities and threats for their
clients and the advice sector. This is an essential inputPENSIONS
to our lobbying
SCAM

of Government and regulators which is why we carry out regular adviser
research. During the SimplyBiz September Advice Show, Aegon was
pleased to share some of the headline results for the first time. Here,
we set out the full results along with some thoughts on what may lie
behind adviser attitudes.
The chart below shows the full set of results on what advisers see as
the advice opportunities in 2019.
46%

Advice Opportunities 2019
45%

DB TO DC TRANSFERS
27%

BREXIT
PENSIONS DASHBOARD

22%

NON-BREXIT RELATED POLITICAL UNCERTAINTY

22%
19%

SOCIAL CARE FUNDING
15%

FCA SUITABILITY REVIEW
FAMR NEW MODELS OF ADVICE/GUIDANCE
ROBO ADVICE/DIGITAL

10%
8%

AUTO-ENROLMENT INCLUDING 2017 REVIEW

6%

LIFETIME ISA

5%

VERTICAL INTEGRATION

5%
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SPEC IAL FEATURE

Topping the opportunity chart, for the second year running,
was advice on transferring from defined benefit (DB) to defined
contribution (DC) schemes. 45% of advisers voted for this. Coming
in at number two was Brexit (27%), closely followed by political
uncertainty (22%) and of course, these two are not completely
separate! Pension dashboards were next on the opportunity count

down (22%) with social care funding coming in fifth place (19%).
As last year, our survey finds the adviser community upbeat about
the many opportunities.
But advisers also recognise headwinds as we approach 2019. The
greatest threats are shown in the chart below.

Advice Threats 2019
55%

BREXIT
46%

PENSIONS SCAM
34%

FCA SUITABILITY REVIEW
28%

DB TO DC TRANSFERS

25%

ROBO ADVICE/DIGITAL

22%

NON-BREXIT RELATED POLITICAL UNCERTAINTY
9%

FAMR NEW MODELS OF ADVICE/GUIDANCE
VERTICAL INTEGRATION

6%

SOCIAL CARE FUNDING

5%

PENSIONS DASHBOARD

4%

LIFETIME ISA

3%

AUTO-ENROLMENT INCLUDING 2017 REVIEW

2%

While many advisers see Brexit as an opportunity, it was also
seen as the top threat to the advice market, voted for by 51%
of advisers. Interestingly, pension scams come second (46%).
The FCA’s suitability review into DB transfers (34%) came next,

closely followed by advice on DB to DC transfers (28%), so
another item seen as both opportunity and threat. Clearly, one
person’s threat can be another’s opportunity and much may depend
on the adviser’s client bank.
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DB to DC Transfers
Steven Cameron
Pu b l i c A f f a i r s D i re c t o r
Aegon
I support how the FCA is changing its rules regarding DB transfers.
The pension freedoms mean the difference between DB and DC is far
greater than it was previously, bringing many more factors including
some ‘softer’, less numerical aspects into the decision making process.
The FCA rules include lists, albeit non-exhaustive, of topics to consider,
offering firms an insight into ‘what good looks like’ to the FCA and a
means of ensuring their future advice approach is robust.
When we surveyed advisers, the two main outstanding points from
the FCA concerned triage and contingent charging. Our research
found widespread support for an effective form of triage (56%) with
equal support for some form of ongoing contingent charging (56%).
The FCA has now issued its Policy Statement on these topics. We’re
pleased that at this stage, it has not opted to ban contingent charging,
although it is undertaking further analysis. Aegon supports advisers and
clients having choices on how advice is paid for. Contingent charging
can create conflicts of interest, but surely these can be managed
professionally and an outright ban would simply widen the ‘advice gap’
in a market where demand already far exceeds supply.

Pa u l B r u n s
Director of Field Compliance
The SimplyBiz Group
It is heartening to see DB to DC transfers at the top of the
opportunities list, as this is an area very firmly within the control of
advisers. External market forces may have created the maelstrom of
this market place, and the regulatory environment may be uncertain,
but advisory firms are very firmly in control of how they address the
demand here - the quality of their advice processes or indeed (as
we are seeing a great many firms decide to outsource) the choice of
partner to whom they outsource specialist advice.
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The outcome on triage in our view is less positive. Aegon wanted
the FCA to formally recognise the pre-advice conversations or ‘triage’
many advisers already have ahead of advising on DB transfers.
Unfortunately, the FCA has highlighted just how little can be said
without crossing the line into advice or personal recommendation.
We remain hopeful that firms, working with the FCA, may be able
to develop generic information guides, for example checklists, selfassessment questionnaires or information videos, which truly help
customers decide whether to proceed to advice while staying on the
side of information and guidance.
Clearly, the FCA suitability review will be concerning some firms
and I hope the FCA’s approach here is proportionate. It’s also
important to separate this backward looking exercise from forward
looking advice.
Overall, the biggest concern to me is the difficulty and cost many
firms are experiencing obtaining Professional Indemnity Insurance.
It’s particularly encouraging to see the FCA raise this within its Policy
Statement. As the FCA says, having clarified its expectations of advisers,
there should be less risk of unsuitable advice. Let’s hope this message
gets through to PI insurers and that they accept that future DB transfer
advice doesn’t warrant such high premiums and excesses.

It’s no surprise to see that transfers are viewed as both an
opportunity and a threat. The need for flexibility due to changing
lifestyles for some clients means that transfers are likely to grow in
popularity, but the hardening of the PI market and the results from
the FCA suitability review will make some advisory firms nervous
about being in this space.
If you are going to operate in this market, then it is more important
than ever to have robust systems and controls in place to protect
your business and your clients. The recently published FCA papers
are pretty clear on their expectations, and we’re likely to see more
guidance on specific areas before too long.

SPEC IAL FEATURE

Brexit
Steven Cameron
Pu b l i c A f f a i r s D i re c t o r
Aegon
It’s very difficult to anticipate the macro economic implications of
Brexit and how investment markets will perform in the run up to,
during the expected transitional period, and after we leave the EU.
There’s clearly a risk that poor economic performance may mean less
new money to invest, but those with existing investments will need
help, creating a major advice opportunity. One area that still needs
clarified is how advisers using passporting to advise clients already
overseas will be affected.

Dan Russell
M a n a g i n g D i re c t o r
S i m p l y B i z In v e s t m e n t S e r v i c e s
It is understandable that Brexit and other political uncertainty
are high on the list of threats and opportunities, however this
firmly falls into the list of things to accept that one cannot change.
Investment markets have ridden out the news cycle with little
disruption over the last few years and it is clear that in a globalised

economy with cross border corporations, the stability of world
markets are not correlated to the political stability of individual
nation states.
What is surprising is that advisers aren’t concerned about potentially
changing market dynamics, valuations and fundamentals. Of course
if they were, this too would be something they cannot control.

Pension Dashboards/Scams
Steven Cameron
Pu b l i c A f f a i r s D i re c t o r
Aegon
Pension dashboards should be good for advisers as they’ll provide
ready access to all of a client’s pensions in one place, making advice
more cost-effective, and aiding consolidation considerations. I hope
the Government delivers on its commitment to pension dashboards
and provides the necessary support to allow the industry to turn
dashboards into a reality. This must include legislating to require all
schemes to provide data. Otherwise, individuals who see some of
their pensions are missing could easily lose faith in dashboards.
Pension scams have not previously featured in advisers’ lists of threats
so this needs explored further. One possible explanation is that the
emphasis across the media on warning against pension scammers may
have left some individuals suspicious of anyone seeking to provide
help, however legitimate. If that’s the case, we need to make sure
customers have an easy means of checking the legitimacy of advisers.
The enhanced FCA register has a role to play here and must be easily
accessible and usable for consumers.

K e e l e y Pa d d o n
He a d o f Te c h n i c a l
The SimplyBiz Group
According to The Pensions Regulator (TPR), around 3,000 victims
lost an average of £91,000 each last year in pension frauds, as some
£48 million fell into the hands of sophisticated scammers.
Two years ago, in an attempt to protect savers, the Government
announced it would introduce a cold calling ban for transfers and
whilst we expected to see this is June of 2018 it has now been

delayed again. Meanwhile in the Spring Budget in March 2017, the
Government did announce a number of measures in connection
with transfers into Qualifying Recognised Overseas Pension Schemes
(QROPS) frequently used by scammers.
A 25% tax charge would be applied to the entire fund value to
transfers out of the UK where a number of conditions were not met.
Since its introduction, such transfers have dropped by more than
50% meaning many individuals have been saved the pain of losing
their hard-earned pensions.
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Social Care Funding
Steven Cameron
Pu b l i c A f f a i r s D i re c t o r
Aegon
As our population ages, finding a sustainable way to fund social
care is one of society’s greatest challenges. That’s why it’s so important
that the Government consults on and reaches a decision on sharing
costs between the state and individuals. And there must be a cap on
individual care contributions, so individuals can plan ahead, with
help from advisers.
Options include a private or state run protection policy, a care ISA
or new forms of equity release. Aegon believes the most appropriate
way forward is to encourage people to build social care funding
into their pension planning. The pension freedoms already offer
the flexibility to hold back or notionally ring-fence funds within
a drawdown pot. So individuals can set aside the capped personal
contribution and aim to draw an income from the balance.

No r e e n Wa l k e r
Te c h n i c a l A d v i s e r
The SimplyBiz Group
Advising on long term care can provide a huge opportunity for
advisers who hold the relevant licence.
For those without the qualification, specialist care funding advice
can be accessed from the HUB Financial Solutions. The HUB
referral service provides expert advice on care funding, pays a referral
fee of 1.5% of the product purchase price and no fee will be charged
unless they purchase a care plan. The client will remain the referring

Whatever the outcome, and there’s every chance the Government will
offer a range of funding options, there should be huge opportunities
to help clients here. This will include tax and inheritance planning as
well as optimising the approach to decumulating pension and other
wealth throughout retirement.
adviser’s client so if the decision is to not proceed with a care plan,
the adviser could then proceed with other funding options for which
he is qualified.
For advisers holding the CF8 (or equivalent qualification) who
have not been actively working in this area the Tax and Trust team
would be pleased to talk through the process for providing advice for
care funding.
The first consideration for all adviser’s to discuss with clients is whether
a Power of Attorney is in place. Once an individual has lost capacity it is
not possible for the family to deal with their finances without applying
to the Court of Protection and obtaining a Deputyship.

Robo Advice/Digital
Richard Ardron
M a r k e t i n g D i re c t o r
The SimplyBiz Group
I’m not particularly surprised to see robo fall down the rankings of
issues that advisers perceive as either a threat or an opportunity. A
couple of years ago, this was a different story - at least in the threat
category.
There was a lot of noise about would be robo suppliers infiltrating
the market and a lot of talk about the future of advice with the whole
debate of adviser v robot being stoked. In all fairness much, if not all,
of this was coming from the press.

Mark Greenwood
Director of Compliance Ser vices
The SimplyBiz Group
I agree with Richard that advisers don’t view robo as a threat –
and I believe they’re correct. When it comes to financial planning,
I still feel the personal interaction that an adviser has with a client
is irreplaceable. An adviser brings a personal touch that you cannot
get with robo; if the market takes a downturn an adviser can
discuss this with a client and take their emotions into account.
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It seemed to be the hot topic of the time and I think if some of the
new entrants had been a little more successful in their endeavours, we
may have seen a different set of figures from the survey.
What we predicted was that advisers would embrace technology to
aid the advice process, rather than see it as a competitor. Fast forward
two years and we have over 750 NextGen SimplySites live, offering
clients the opportunity to complement the face-to-face advice they
receive with the ability to interact via an adviser’s website. To further
cement where we are, we have seen huge increases in interaction,
with clients still them seeking advice rather than to transact away
from the adviser, which is great.

A robo advice solution isn’t equipped to take the client’s emotions
into account when making decisions as, at the end of the day it is
simply an algorithm and is only as good as the person who created
the algorithm.
I feel the personal relationship an adviser has with their client
gains the clients trust and because of this, they can gain a better
understanding of the clients investment needs and adapt their
investment planning recommendations to meet their clients
changing needs, aspirations and goals.

SPEC IAL FEATURE

What didn’t score highly?
Dan Russell
M a n a g i n g D i re c t o r
S i m p l y B i z In v e s t m e n t S e r v i c e s
It is surprising not to see the FCA suitability review at the top of
the list of threats. Tackling the suitability challenge has been and will
remain the biggest regulatory focus. However advisers are well placed
to tackle this challenge with well-documented advice processes and
the execution of those processes in efficient technology, so maybe
this is a reflection of confidence amongst advisers.
Vertical integration makes it onto the threats list, but I don’t
think it should be a consideration for any independent advisory
business passionately focused on delivering for their clients. The
large, impersonal, often expensive vertically integrated models
are indeed successful. However the smaller, independent
advisory sector is growing and is in rude health. The market
has taken a barbell shape and the small, independent sector is as
strong, if not stronger, than the other side of the barbell.

In Summary
Steven Cameron
Pu b l i c A f f a i r s D i re c t o r
Aegon
It’s also interesting to look at some of the topics which failed
to gain many votes, either as opportunities or as threats. In the
advised market, the Lifetime ISA doesn’t seem to be creating any
excitement either way, perhaps because it will rarely be used for
longer term retirement saving. Automatic enrolment didn’t register
as either opportunity or threat but over time, as individuals build
up substantial DC pots, there are opportunities to grasp around
advising on contribution adequacy, moving out of default funds
and making pension freedom choices.
My biggest disappointment, although not particularly surprising,
is that the Financial Advice Market Review is failing to register as
an advice opportunity. A joint Treasury / FCA initiative to help
close the ‘advice gap’ which generated 28 recommendations, all
of which have been taken forward in some shape or form, really
should have been an opportunity to further strengthen the advice
market. While other Aegon research points to advisers continuing
to support the principles, the unfortunate reality is the changes are
yet to be felt in practice. Maybe next year…

M a t t Ti m m i n s
Jo i n t M a n a g i n g D i re c t o r
The SimplyBiz Group
I am in constant admiration of the resilience of financial
advisers, and am not surprised to see this research reveal such a
positive picture overall. Advisers are also realistic; we regularly see
‘profession ending’ events, which come and go, leaving behind an
industry which continues to thrive.
Whilst some of the concerns currently facing advisers – such as
Brexit, or PI market issues – are entirely in manibus deorum and
we will all have to await the outcome, The SimplyBiz Group will
continue to react quickly to provide reliable, high-quality, support
in all possible areas where the firms who use our services need us.
Research conducted by our partners, like this survey by Aegon, are
invaluable to us when deciding where to focus our efforts in the
future, and we welcome any feedback you may have on what you
see as your challenges and opportunities in the coming year.

At Aegon, we’re focused on helping intermediaries get the most out of their business and grow profitability.
Our wide range of solutions include our platform, giving one-stop access to a universe
of investment opportunity, to retirement and protection products.
To find out how we can support you and your clients visit aegon.co.uk/advisers
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21ST CENTURY CLIENT
R i c h a rd A rd r o n
M a r k e t i n g D i re c t o r
The SimplyBiz Group
Have the fundamental needs of clients changed, or is it simply a case of
evolving expectations and, as a result, changes in attitudes and behaviours?
Adviser Today caught up with SimplyBiz Group Marketing Director,
Richard Ardron, to hear his views, and look at how SimplyBiz is responding.

Are we seeing a fundamental
change in consumer needs?
Richard Ardron: An off the cuff reaction
would probably be to say “yes”, indeed
you could say “yes, absolutely”. But when
you actually take time to consider this
one, I think it’s more about evolution and
adapting to one's surroundings than a
change in needs.
Our fundamental needs haven’t actually
changed, whether this is at a basic level
- shelter, warmth food etc. - or from a
financial perspective – own our own home,
have sufficient funds to do, and have, the
things we want, have the right levels of
protection in place to protect all of this and
to, eventually, have the means to live on in
retirement.
What I think has changed is attitudes
and behaviours which, in the main, are
influenced by our surroundings. A quick
example of that is how technology has
influenced our lives. I remember as a
12 year old boy having my first TV – a
small, portable black and white unit that
had access to three channels – that’s three
channels! I’d have to wobble the aerial about
so that I could get a good picture and, if I
was lucky, I could go to a 4th channel when
I couldn’t quite get ITV and Tyne Tees
came up instead!!
Fast forward, er, a few years and it's 50
inch plasmas with multiple games consoles,
the ability to stream infinite movies, or chat
to people around the world whilst you play
FIFA (or Fortnite!).
I guess the point of that analogy, other
than to realise my age, is to say in both
circumstances the need is the same –
entertainment. However, the expectations
are very different, the reality is very different
and, as such, behaviour is different.
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So what does this change in
expectations mean in terms of
financial advice?

So, with these changes in mind,
what does this mean for today’s
advisers?

RA: Again, there are many external
influences that in turn define expectation
and behaviour, which will, of course,
influence the advice and support consumers
now need, for example…
• Changes in legislation, such as pensions
freedom, and the introduction of new
products, now mean that consumers
expect access to things that perhaps they
couldn’t have previously accessed
• Advances in technology and the birth
of the digital era now mean that
consumers have access to a wealth of
information that simply never existed
years ago. This means they know (or
think they know) more about their
options and what’s out there – which is
shaping their expectations
• Changes in family dynamics is a huge
influencer on behaviours; divorce,
children, bereavement and so on will all
help to shape behaviour
• The fact that we are all living longer
is having an equally large effect on
behaviours – this could be in terms of
needing retirement funds to last longer,
or making provisions for later life, such
as the need for care
This list isn’t exhaustive and, of course,
will be well known to advisers, but the
point here is to just acknowledge that there
are a lot of changing circumstances and
factors that are all adding up to changing
consumer behaviour.

RA: What I’m seeing is advisers adapting
their services accordingly. Whether this
is ensuring that they are accessible via
different mediums, such as social media,
or more interactive websites, or whether it’s
offering wider products and services, they
are simply ‘moving with the times’!
Of course, it’s not always as simple as
offering, or doing, more. There are a number
of factors that can mean that it isn’t always
possible to do this. Some areas of advice
are now simply not practical for advisers
to engage in, this could be due to the need
to attain and maintain qualifications, or
possible due to risk or even due to simple
practicalities and time constraints, which of
course can often be coupled with the cost v
reward situation.
That said, advisers remain as committed
as ever to providing clients with a complete
service. I’m yet to hear an adviser say, “I just
can’t help”.

So how is The SimplyBiz Group
helping advisers to meet these
challenges?
RA: We appreciate that there are a number
of moving components and, as such, we
try to ensure that we provide advisers
with access to the right information and
to services to help provide the advice that
clients are looking for.

ADVISER MATTE RS

Awareness and training

We have a comprehensive programme of
communications to ensure advisers receive
timely updates on regulation, markets and
products, as well as service developments.
Whether it’s regular emails, publications or
our Advice Show, we ensure advisers don’t
miss out.
In addition to communications, we
now provide access to the largest events
programme available. We ensure advisers
can access core learning events, such as our
LDEs, as well as a number of more niche
and specialist events, such as our nonmainstream and estate planning seminars
and additional sessions, such as our later life
masterclasses. (You can find out more about
our events on pages 64 and 65.)
Proposition

To help advisers provide a wider service
to clients when it may prove challenging,
we offer SimplyRefer, which allows firms
to outsource to experts in areas such as
DB transfers, estate planning, and later
life. The great thing about SimplyRefer, is
that advisers can provide a wider service to
clients from a trusted partner, who will pass
the client back and provide a share of the
remuneration for business written.

The latest addition to SimplyRefer is
Onvestor, which allows firms to pass on
unprofitable clients for them to service, but
who in turn will share the remuneration on
all business with the referring adviser.

‘THERE ARE A LOT
OF CHANGING
CIRCUMSTANCES AND
FACTORS THAT ARE
ALL ADDING UP TO
CHANGING CONSUMER
BEHAVIOUR.'

And…
On top of all of this, we have now provided
Centra, our new market-leading solution
to over 2,000 advisers, making the advice
process that bit more efficient. This isn’t
particularly about adapting to changing
consumer behaviour but, with all these new
expectations, advisers have asked for help
cutting down on some of the time needed
to carry out the advice process – which is
exactly what Centra does!

In addition, we offer a new breed of
website (our NextGen sites) that allows
firms to offer clients the chance to engage,
interact and even transact with them online
– again, responding to changing consumer
behaviour.
You can find out more about all the
services available to our Member
firms on your Member website:
www.simplybiz.co.uk
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LOOKING FOR A PROFESSIONAL WEBSITE
WITHOUT THE ASSOCIATED COSTS?
Having a great looking website is a great way to showcase your business. Whether you are
looking to offer existing clients a way to engage and interact with you, or a shop window for
would be clients, your website should reﬂect your business.
Through SimplyBiz, you can get a site that’s:
• Free to set up
• Provided with a low hosting fee – starting at £10pcm (plus VAT)
• Pre-set with compliant content with the ability to add your own pages as you go
• Available with a number of plug-ins to allow for interaction and transaction
• GDPR compliant
• Google friendly

INTRODUCING THE NEXT GENERATION OF WEBSITES

Last year, we introduced NextGen SimplySites, a completely new web solution exclusively
available to SimplyBiz Group Firms. Since launch, we have built and set live over 750 websites
on the NextGen platform.
Find out more by visiting www.nextgensites.co.uk or alternatively email simplysites@simplybiz.co.uk
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APPRENTICESHIPS –
THE JOURNEY SO FAR

To m He g a r t y
Managing Director
Ne w M o d e l B u s i n e s s A c a d e m y
On the 22nd of February, the New Model Business Academy launched
its Apprenticeship Programme to help bring new financial advisers into
our sector. This is a significant development for the profession and we
are proud to be the only training organisation specialising in financial
advice to be able to offer this entry route to assist in replenishing the
industry with the next generation of advisers.
The number of financial advisers within the financial advice sector
has been diminishing over a number of years and there have been
very few, if any, viable solutions to support the entry of new advisers
to the sector. The NMBA has made huge developments towards
solving this issue through its apprenticeship programme, which we
plan to significantly expand over the next few years.
During 2018, we have brought apprenticeship cohorts on board
in April, July and October, and are hitting the end of the year with
61 students undergoing the combination of on-the-job training
and qualifications that will help create the financial advisers of the
future. During 2019, we aim to enrol a further 20 students per
quarter onto the Financial Adviser Apprenticeship programme.
NMBA also had some exciting news back in October when we heard
that we’d received Government funding to launch a paraplanning
apprenticeship. As you know, the definition of what a paraplanning
role encompasses differs significantly from firm to firm, with some
paraplanners undertaking administrative work whilst others do
highly technical research roles. The paraplanning apprenticeship
programme will help to build a standard level of experience and
qualification across the industry which will, hopefully, lead to
widespread recognition of paraplanning as another aspirational
career path within the financial advice profession.

Jess Foley, one of the July 2018 Financial Adviser programme
students, had this to say about her experiences so far:
I’ve learnt very quickly that experience is the key to
being a great financial planner. Studying and exams are
great in providing regulatory and textbook knowledge,
but it’s definitely the application of that knowledge that
makes a huge difference to clients.
The array of information and knowledge needed is slightly
daunting to an entry level trainee like me, but there are
always others in the industry that are happy to share their
knowledge, and also the range of CPD sessions available
through the apprenticeship are brilliant.
The industry certainly has its pressures, but the
opportunities are so broad there are great career prospects
available. Also, every day is different and it’s a great
job to be in if you love working with people and
continuously expanding and applying your knowledge.

If you’re interested in finding out more about the
NMBA Apprenticeship Programme,
please contact Apprenticeship Manager Julie Smith on
01484 443285 or at j.smith@nmba.info
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Answer these 5 simple questions
...to find out if
you are eligible
for enhanced
membership
benefits:

If you’ve answered yes to all of the above, then you should sign up for SimplyProtect.
SimplyProtect is an exclusive membership benefit that
offers you access to nine leading protection partners
all paying enhanced commission. SimplyProtect is not
a panel and your independence is not affected.
If a product offered by one of our SimplyProtect
partners is the right fit for your client you will
automatically receive enhanced rates of commission –
it’s really that simple!

To sign up for SimplyProtect, email your request to
agencies@simplybiz.co.uk or, alternatively, call us on
01484 439 133 and we can help you to get started
now.

ADVISER MATTE RS

REALISE THE FULL
COMMERCIAL BENEFIT FROM
YOUR LOWER-VALUE CLIENTS
Michael Basi
CEO
Onvestor
Let’s face it – most of us are more switched on to working with
higher-value clients than we are lower-value clients. Sure, we know
there may be some long-term potential there, but that doesn’t mean
that’s where a lot of our resource should (or does) go.

The challenge of dealing with lower-value
clients
Increasing regulatory risk

You might feel like your client service is OK across the board.
Thematic paper 14/21 and the Supervision report of February 2017
require you to raise the bar somewhat, however.
Selling on your client book is also now more difficult than before.
Sunset clauses affect the saleability of clients who you can’t prove
are actively engaged.

‘YOUR CLIENTS GET NOT
JUST A ‘SOFT LANDING’,
BUT A SERVICE THEY CAN
TRULY BENEFIT FROM.’
False solutions

In recent years, many firms have turned to ‘Robo Advice’ to
provide a cheaper, generic solution for the clients they can’t afford
to spend a lot of time on.
Is this the service your clients really want though? And in any case,
could you do it better than dedicated online advice companies such
as Nutmeg, with 50,000 accounts at an average balance of only £20k?
Losing your focus?

Even if you mastered all of these factors and can provide your
lower-value clients with human financial advice, is that where you
want your focus to be? Or would you rather be able to put most of
your time where it creates the most value to your firm – the clients
with larger portfolios?

The Onvestor Solution

At Onvestor, we’re fully geared up to focus on the clients that
you don’t want to focus on. We combine the very best advice
skills with the very best retail ones, and use technology and welldesigned workflow to deliver a high-quality customer experience
in a highly-efficient way.
After the client migration process, Onvestor takes full regulatory
responsibility for your clients. We then provide a clear pathway
to better financial outcomes using a full suite of products and
services, from investments and pensions to mortgages, protection,
estate and tax planning and more.
Your clients get not just a ‘soft landing’, but a service they can
truly benefit from. You get guaranteed income for the first 12
months, and a revenue share in perpetuity – without any effort on
your part. And should any of these clients prove to have wealth
that makes them better suited to your service than ours, we’ll
channel them back to you, meaning you never miss out on the
clients you were most interested in in the first place.
Make money from every single client

The compelling proposition of advice from a human, not a
robot. A unique customer experience that engages and informs
like no other. The efficiency of a high-tech firm that makes this
work from the very first £1.
Enjoy 100% regulatory peace of mind

A comprehensive and fully-auditable advisory and client service
experience that matches and surpasses all regulator expectations.
Complete compliance, without hassle.
Build genuine business value

If you’re looking to exit your business soon, you want capital
value. If you’re not, you want enhanced revenue. Onvestor delivers
on both. Vulnerable trail becomes guaranteed, contracted and
securitisable. The book becomes 100% clean, and the multiple
achievable on exit grows.

We’d love to hear from you to talk through our
proposition in more detail.
Contact us now on 020 3865 8000, and we’ll
organise a meeting to do just that.
Onvestor Advisory Limited is an Appointed Representative of Basi & Basi Financial Planning
Limited, Authorised and Regulated by the Financial Conduct Authority.
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INVESTMENT FORUMS
ROUND 1 - 2019

MORE
EVENTS,
MORE
VENUES
MORE CPD
HOURS...
IT’S THE 2019 SIMPLYBIZ
EVENT PROGRAMME...
The 2019 SimplyBiz Event programme will provide you with more
opportunities than ever before to attend a great event. Whether
you are looking to keep up to date with the latest regulatory and
market changes, or to hone your knowledge and skills in certain
areas, there’s an event for you!

FEBRUARY
5th

MAIDSTONE

Mercure Maidstone Great Danes Hotel

6th

GATWICK

Crowne Plaza Gatwick - Crawley

7th

SOUTHAMPTON

Macdonald Botley Park Hotel

12th WOLVERHAMPTON The Racecourse
13th CHELTENHAM

Cheltenham Chase

14th LEICESTER

Sketchley Grange Hotel & Spa

26th CHESTER

Chester St David's

27th BLACKBURN

Blackburn Rovers Football Club

28th WAKEFIELD

Cedar Court Hotel (Wakefield)

MARCH
5th

PETERBOROUGH

Kingsgate Conference Centre

6th

MANCHESTER

Hallmark Hotel - Manchester Airport

7th

WETHERBY

Wetherby Racecourse

12th NORWICH

Dunston Hall

13th CHELMSFORD

Stock Brook Manor

14th BIRMINGHAM

National Motorcycle Museum

19th NOTTINGHAM

Eastwood Hall

20th CENTRAL LONDON Royal Overseas League
21st NORTH LONDON

Holiday Inn London-Elstree

26th CARDIFF

The Vale Hotel & Spa Resort

27th EXETER

Sandy Park Conference Centre

28th CORNWALL

Lanhydrock Hotel

LEARNING & DEVELOPMENT EVENTS

ROUND 1 - 2019
APRIL
24

NORWICH

Dunston Hall

WHAT’S IN THE PROGRAMME?

25

CHELMSFORD

Stock Brook Manor

•

2 rounds of Learning and Development Events, each
visiting 21 venues

30

PETERBOROUGH

Kingsgate Conference Centre

MAY

•
•

2 rounds of Investment Forums, now also visiting 21 venues!

1

MANCHESTER

Hallmark Hotel - Manchester Airport

2 rounds of Tax Efficient Investing Workshops – double the
opportunity this year

2

WETHERBY

Wetherby Racecourse

8

BIRMINGHAM

National Motorcycle Museum

SIS Conferences – now visiting 25 venues!

9

WAKEFIELD

Cedar Court Hotel (Wakefield)

21

NOTTINGHAM

Eastwood Hall

22

NORTH LONDON

Holiday Inn London-Elstree

23

CENTRAL LONDON Royal Overseas League

•
•
•

6 Advice Shows (including 2 MI Lives)
2 rounds of technology workshops

PLUS

•
•
•

JUNE
4

CHELTENHAM

5

WOLVERHAMPTON The Racecourse

Best Practice and Business Evolution Forums from NMBA

6

LEICESTER

Sketchley Grange Hotel & Spa

New opportunities for advisers in NI and the North of England
through our extended Group event programme

11

SOUTHAMPTON

Macdonald Botley Park Hotel

12

GATWICK

Crowne Plaza Gatwick - Crawley

13

MAIDSTONE

Mercure Maidstone Great Danes Hotel

18

CARDIFF

The Vale Hotel & Spa Resort

19

EXETER

Sandy Park Conference Centre

20

CORNWALL

Lanhydrock Hotel

25

BLACKBURN

Blackburn Rovers Football Club

26

CHESTER

Chester St David’s

More mortgage events than ever before

To book your place on any of our events,
simply visit the Events area of your
Member website at www.simplybiz.co.uk

Cheltenham Chase

TEC HNICAL TALK

NO MORE ‘BLAME GAME’
FOR REGULATED FIRMS

Ken Davy
Chairman
The SimplyBiz Group
‘I confess, it was him’ is an old joke
intended to highlight how, when something
goes wrong, the blame is often passed
around so that nobody ends up accepting
responsibility.
For the FCA and its predecessor, the FSA,
the problem of pinning responsibility for
wrongdoing onto particular individuals
within a company has been a critically
important issue. Indeed, when the banking
crisis hit a decade ago, putting the blame
on specific individuals proved virtually
impossible, revealing a glaring hole in the
regulator’s ability to regulate wrong doing.
The reality is that it is individuals who
commit reckless or criminal acts, not
companies, which by definition are simply
corporate entities. The result has been that
when things go wrong, we have seen time
and again that the wrongdoers hide under
the umbrella of the corporate structure and
avoid individual responsibility.
To address this issue, the FCA introduced
the Senior Managers and Certification
Regime (SMCR) for the banks and other
large financial companies. Now, following
that success, the rules are being extended
to all financial companies including IFAs.

From December next year, practically every
area of activity within a regulated firm will
require a specific named individual to be
personally responsible to the regulator for
their actions.
As a foretaste of what will be required, in
October this year the FCA published an
important Guidance Consultation Paper
on what the statements of responsibilities
and responsibility maps for regulated firms
should look like. Whilst this is but the latest
Paper in the SMCR journey from concept
to reality, it is actually quite a detailed and
helpful document. Even more attractively,
at only 28 pages, it is a bit more digestible
than most and I would strongly recommend
every financial firm download it so that the
business can prepare itself in good time for
2019.
At its heart, the Paper sets out the need to
identify, in a risk based and proportionate
way, good practice within a firm and
ensure that a named individual is directly
responsible to the FCA for each and every
regulated activity. In particular it urges
you to ask yourself if your ‘Statement of
Responsibilities’ would enable someone
unfamiliar with the business to understand

how the firm is organised and, most
importantly, which individual is directly
responsible for each regulated activity.
I believe this last point is the most crucial
one as it will enable the FCA to identity,
virtually instantaneously, who is personally
responsible for whatever has gone wrong
and then hopefully act quickly to do
something about it. Let us hope that this
is what happens in practice. If it does, there
will be fewer claims on the FSCS, and less
cost to the thousands of responsible and
well run IFA businesses and the individuals
within them and being able to blame
someone else becomes a distant memory.

You’ll be hearing more from
SimplyBiz soon about our newly
developed, comprehensive SMCR
support programme!
In the meantime, please contact
our compliance team on
compliance@simplybiz.co.uk or
01484 439120 with any questions.
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THE OPERATING CENTRE
THE NEW HOME FOR
COMPLIANCE

Here at The SimplyBiz Group, we love
compliance and are dedicated to making
keeping up with your regulatory requirements
as simple as possible for you.
So, we’ve launched our new Operating Centre as the new home for
all the material you may need to run your business, and advise your
clients, compliantly.
This brand new, online solution allows you to access all you need
in one central hub, providing improved efficiency to meet the
increasingly heavy regulatory burden found in today’s market.
The new interface includes features such as ‘advice journey’ and
‘business hub’ (for both wealth and mortgage advisers, along with
quick links to Centra and other planning tools. All to make things
quicker and easier for you to find the information you need and
enable you to spend more time with your clients.

To take a look at the new Operating Centre,
log in to www.simplybiz.co.uk.
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STRENGTHENING OUR CORE

Ga r y K e r s h a w
C o m p l i a n c e D i re c t o r
The SimplyBiz Group
In September, we were delighted to announce the strengthening of
our compliance and policy team, including three senior appointments.
Paul Bruns has joined the Group as Director of Field Compliance,
following fourteen years at Bankhall as Compliance Operations and
Oversight Manager. At The SimplyBiz Group, Paul will lead the field
compliance team, including overseeing the delivery of all field based
services. His initial focus will fall upon the support and training
needed by the team in order to continue to provide high-quality,
expert and valuable services to Members and Clients.
On choosing to join the Group, Paul commented:
"I was drawn to The SimplyBiz Group because of its reputation as
a vibrant, focussed and future-facing company. Whenever there is a
consultation on a piece of regulation that affects advisers, SimplyBiz
is listed amongst the respondents; and always with a viewpoint that
supports the position of the adviser and their clients. Small adviser
firms don’t always have a voice in this industry, and I think it’s both
admirable and refreshing that The SimplyBiz Group so often take
their corner."
"The Group has a broad range of services, and seems to offer a
solution for any issue that advisers may face. I am very excited about
the next part of my professional
journey being a part of The SimplyBiz Group."
The other two appointments are likely to be much more familiar
to you! Richard Nuttall, who has worked for The SimplyBiz Group
for thirteen years, and Mark Greenwood, who has been with the
Group for eleven years, have taken on the roles of Director of
Compliance Policy and Director of Compliance Services respectively.
Mark and Richard are regulars at our events programme, delivering
the latest regulatory news in the compliance update session.

I’m delighted to welcome Paul to the Group, and congratulate
Richard and Mark as they take on their new roles.
Keeping on top of regulatory requirements can be a huge drain on
the time and resource of advisers, and we believe that time could be
much more valuably spent with their clients. This strengthening of
our compliance infrastructure is in recognition of the ever-increasing
importance - and complexity - of regulatory policy. Richard, Mark
and Paul will work closely with me to determine the strategic
direction of our compliance proposition and services and, in turn,
the operational team who deal with our Members on the front line,
through our helpdesks, at events and in the field, will be bolstered.
The new Operating Centre, which replaces Vision, offering all the
documentation and tools you need to run a compliant business, is
now live on the SimplyBiz and Compliance First sites. The Operating
Centre is a real step forward in terms of both content and functionality;
just the first of many initiatives underway to enhance the compliance
and policy support you receive from The SimplyBiz Group.
I believe we already have the most robust compliance support
offering available to advisers, and I am very excited about seeing how
we can develop it even further.

To contact the compliance team, please call us on
01484 439120 or email compliance@simplybiz.co.uk
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MORE DB DELIBERATION…

K e e l e y Pa d d o n
He a d o f Pe n s i o n s Te c h n i c a l
The SimplyBiz Group
On 4 October, the FCA published its long awaited policy
statement (PS18/20), confirming the approach that will be taken
to some key elements governing the quality of advice for defined
benefit transfers.
As DB transfers have received such a lot of regulatory attention
over the past few years, I would urge everyone involved in DB
transfers, (including firms advising on pension transfers and those
acting as pension transfer specialists) to read the policy statement
itself. I can’t promise you that it’s an action packed page turner,
but it will help to ensure you are clear on your responsibilities, and
the action you need to take regarding these requirements, some of
which were put in force immediately (from 4 October 2018).
However, I’ve done a quick summary of the policy statement
below which will bring you up to date with the main headlines...
This latest policy statement follows on from a series of regulatory
papers relating to the processes involved in giving advice and
guidance to DB scheme members. Following on from these previous
papers, the changes that required implementation from 1st October
2018 were confirmed in our C&TT 222 email update (available to
read on your Member MediaHub).
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In PS18/20, the FCA has responded to feedback received to
outstanding questions following consultations in both June 2017
and March this year. Perhaps the most emotive question that
arose was the proposed banning of ‘contingent charging’. There
was considerable feedback to this question, with a small majority
favouring not to apply a ban on this method of charging. At this
time, I welcome this outcome, as there seems to be insufficient
research that demonstrates categorically there is a direct link
to unsuitable advice under this type of charging model. I was
also concerned that, if it was introduced for pension transfers,
it may not be long afterwards when it could be introduced for all
other classes of business. However, whilst this issue may have been
put to bed, it could rear its head again at any moment as further
work around contingent charging will be carried out by the FCA
during 2019.
The majority of the other proposals have largely been implemented
as originally set out under consultation. These include:
• amending the Pension Transfer Specialist (PTS) qualification
and the exam standards
• introducing guidance on how a PTS should work with another
adviser in a two adviser model

TEC HNICAL TALK

Please note the dates from which the rules and guidance are
effective:
• The guidance on two advisers working together and assessing
attitude to transfer risk, as well as the requirement to prepare
a suitability report in all circumstances come into force
immediately
• The perimeter guidance on triage comes into force on 1
January 2019
• The changes to the pension increase assumptions come into
force on 6 April 2019
• The remaining changes, covering the pension transfer specialist
qualifications and appropriate exam standards will come into
force on 1 October 2020
And, just a final note on the changes following the paper to final
transfer analysis:
Appropriate Pension Transfer Analysis – mandatory for all
cases regardless of age.
An Appropriate Pension Transfer Analysis (APTA) is required in
the following circumstances.
• Transfers from DB schemes
• Transfers from any DC schemes with safeguarded benefits (but
not a safeguarded benefit that is a GAR)
• Conversions of the above two scheme types that allow access to
flexible benefits, whether taken immediately or not

‘IF YOU ARE UNABLE,
OR CHOOSE NOT, TO
CONDUCT DB TRANSFER
BUSINESS, YOU CAN
FIND OUT MORE
ABOUT OUR PENSION
TRANSFER BUREAU THE
SIMPLYREFER AREA OF
THE SIMPLYBIZ SITE.’
• introducing guidance for firms on the advice boundary when
providing triage services to prospective clients
• introducing guidance on assessing clients’ attitude to transfer
risk
• introducing rules requiring firms to provide suitability reports
when recommending that a transfer should not be made
• amending the assumptions for valuing limited inflationary
pension increases within a DB scheme.
The one exception was in relation to amending the definition of
a pension transfer. For all others we have provided more details
towards the end of this article.

Transfer value comparator – only required where an individual
is under the scheme NRA
To prepare a Transfer Value Comparator (TVC), a firm must
compare the transfer value offered by the ceding arrangement with
the estimated value needed today to purchase the future income
benefits available under the ceding arrangement using a pension
annuity.
The wording is set by the FCA and is dictated by whether the
individual is within or outside of the last 12 months before scheme
retirement age.
All the relevant documentation has been amended and uploaded
in the Pensions area of our site, and in the Operating Centre.
Don’t forget, if you are unable, or choose not, to conduct DB
transfer business, you can find out more about our Pension Transfer
Bureau and its range of partners in the SimplyRefer area of the
SimplyBiz site.

If you have any questions about this article,
or need to speak with one of the team,
please direct technical queries to Pensions Technical
on pensions@simplybiz.co.uk or 01484 439126,
or contact the Compliance Helpdesk on
compliance@simplybiz.co.uk or 01484 439120.
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Refer
Now
... and everybody wins
You get to help more clients,
your clients get more support
HUB Referral Solutions is a new referral
service offering retirement income
planning, equity release and care
funding advice.
Provided by HUB Financial Solutions,
part of the Just Group, it’s simple to
use and designed to complement
your business model.

And, for every case that’s completed,
HUB will pay you an introducer fee.
www.hubfinancialsolutions.co.uk/refer
01737 233412

Part of
Calls may be monitored or recorded, and call charges may apply.
Lines are open 8:30am to 5:30pm, Monday to Friday.
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FINDING THE VALUE IN THE
PENSION CONSOLIDATION
OPPORTUNITY
Theresa Carruthers
Na t i o n a l A c c o u n t M a n a g e r
LV =
The way we work has changed. The days of jobs for life, when workers
might stay in a position and pension scheme for 20-plus years, are
long gone. Instead, stats show that the average person now has 11 jobs
during their career – and as many different pension schemes.
What’s more, as recent reports from the Financial Conduct
Authority have shown, many of these schemes are leaving clients
burdened with high charges and investment strategies that fail to
match their risk profiles or capacity for loss. It’s clear then, that the
benefits of consolidation – flexibility, choice and control – can be
great. But for clients, the process is complex, difficult to understand
and takes a lot of their time.

‘THE BENEFITS OF
CONSOLIDATION –
FLEXIBILITY, CHOICE AND
CONTROL – CAN BE GREAT.’
These factors have created an environment in which the demand
for advisers to provide effective consolidation is higher than ever.
Individually, each client’s pension assets may be relatively modest –
the average is £105,497 – but the number of individuals is large and
growing. And there are many people with paid up money purchase
arrangements from company schemes or personal pensions.
But consolidation – especially when dealing with many clients
with multiple pension pots – requires many hours’ work. It’s also
fraught with complexity and the difficulties that come from dealing
with many different ceding schemes, all with different processes and
opaque time-scales.

Technical insight from The SimplyBiz Group

As mentioned above, pension consolidation exercises can
offer cost advantages, help reduce administration and
create additional investment opportunities for a client.
Additionally, pension consolidation exercises can also offer
the opportunity to increase the death benefits available
to beneficiaries. For example, some older plans, such as
Retirement Annuity Contracts, may only offer a return of
contributions with interest, whereas a transfer to a modern
personal pension plan would make the full fund available
to a beneficiary. It is also worth noting that some older
plans may not offer beneficiary drawdown and would
only pay a lump sum to a beneficiary. This lump sum
may be significant in value and it could take a beneficiary
several years to re-invest this sum taxefficiently using a
combination of pension and ISA allowances. Without
further planning, the lump sum would also form part of
the beneficiary’s taxable estate on death and may give rise
to an inheritance tax liability. Consolidation into a modern
pension plan offering beneficiary drawdown would allow
a beneficiary to retain the investments in a tax-efficient
pension. It would also offer the opportunity to keep the
investments outside of the beneficiary’s taxable estate.

K e e l e y Pa d d o n
He a d o f Pe n s i o n s Te c h n i c a l

So how do you find value in consolidation?

The need for effective consolidation is greater than ever. But only by
targeting value at every stage of the consolidation process can advisers
provide clients with the valuable service they need.
It’s crucial to look for a solution that offers cost-effectiveness at every
stage, from wrapper through to investment. Charges are important,
but value is also found in other qualities such as choice and flexibility,
which allow you to construct an investment strategy that matches
each client’s unique aspirations, risk profile and capacity for loss.
For the right client, the benefits of consolidation can be vast.
Handing clients control of their income, providing a choice of
investment options and giving them the simplicity that comes from
having all assets in a single place are all welcome features.

These exciting changes put LV= in a great place to
support you and your clients on their retirement journey.
For more on how to on how to secure a brighter
retirement future for your clients, speak to your
LV= sales consultant today.
For more information, call 08000 850250 and
visit www.lv.com/adviser/consolidation
0024944 10/18
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HOW IMPORTANT
IS A LASTING
POWER OF
ATTORNEY?

L i l l i e Po w e l l
W i l l w r i t e r a n d L i f e t i m e Tr u s t s p e c i a l i s t
APS Legal & Associates
Health Risk…
In the UK, there are more than 12 million people over the age of
65, with 1.6 million of these being over the age 851. We’re not only
living in an ever-growing population, but in an ever-ageing one
too. Yet, despite the saddening fact that some 850,000 people in
the UK have been diagnosed with dementia2, there have only been
two million lasting powers of attorney registered in England and
Wales since 2012.

‘99% OF THE POPULATION
HAVE MADE NO
PROVISION FOR IF THEY
WERE TO LOSE PHYSICAL
OR MENTAL CAPACITY’
The Alzheimer’s Society forecasts that the number of dementia
sufferers will rise to more than a million in 2025, and to two million
by 20512. Statistics released in a recent report from Alzheimer’s
Research UK, support the striking prognosis that, on average, one
in three people born this year will eventually suffer from dementia.
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This is a concern for advisers. Without the correct documentation
in place, the loved ones of those who have lost mental capacity
will find it very difficult to access their savings and finances, or
even to make decisions about care and wellbeing on their behalf.
Nevertheless, it’s estimated that just 1% of the UK adult population
currently have an LPA in place3, which means that 99% of the
population have made no provision for if they were to lose physical
or mental capacity.
So, what is a lasting power of attorney?
An LPA is a legal document that lets a person (the ‘donor’)
appoint one or more people, known as ‘attorneys’, to help them
make decisions or to make decisions on their behalf.
There are two types of LPA:
• Property and Financial Affairs
• Health and Welfare
As the name suggests, the first deals with any assets, either
property or financial assets, owned by the individual. This includes,
but is not restricted to, their residential property, any buy-to-let
properties, bank accounts, shares and investments. The health and
welfare LPA deals specifically with matters relating to health and
wellbeing. This includes decisions about their care and medical
needs, as well as their general everyday life.

L ATER LIFE PL AN N I N G

funds are invested, whether still in the main pension or drawdown.
The property and financial affairs LPA would allow attorneys to
deal with pension matters for any funds held in the sole name of the
individual. If the owner of the fund loses capacity without having
prepared the correct LPA, then these funds will be inaccessible until
after the Court of Protection has granted a deputyship order. This is
a very costly process which can take months to complete.
…equity release drawdown?
With equity release drawdown plans, each time a further draw
of funds is required, all named borrowers must be able to sign.
However, this cannot be achieved if one or more of the borrowers
are incapacitated.
For this reason, the property and financial affairs LPA is imperative
to ensure ongoing access to further funds from a drawdown plan.
With a registered property and financial affairs LPA in place, the
attorneys can sign on behalf of the incapacitated borrower and
continue with the equity release drawdown plan.

‘IT’S VITAL TO INFORM
CLIENTS THAT NO-ONE
HAS AN AUTOMATIC
RIGHT TO MANAGE
THEIR AFFAIRS AND
HEALTH DECISIONS ON
INCAPACITY.’
What is often overlooked, is the fact that neither type of LPA
can become effective until they are registered and validated with
the Office of the Public Guardian. Another point to note is that
the property and financial affairs LPA can be used at any time
once registered, not just as a result of incapacity, be that mental
or physical. Therefore, if the donor is out of the country for a
period of time, the LPA can still be used and their affairs can still
be managed. In contrast, the health and welfare LPA only becomes
effective when the donor has lost mental capacity, but this should
still be registered at the earliest convenience to avoid any delay
when the LPA is actually needed.
How important is the LPA in relation to…
…pension drawdown?
An LPA can facilitate withdrawal levels and investment strategy, as
well as allowing attorneys to adapt to ongoing needs over time. The
property and financial affairs LPA is relevant, no matter how the

What are the implications for advice?
The impact of physical or mental incapacity can have both
financial and emotional effects for a person’s family. A spouse
or family member not being able to access funds could have a
devastating impact on a client's finances, and lifestyle, if they are
relying on access to pension assets or funds in their home.
As estate planners, the majority of our focus falls on the impact
of death, when in fact physical or mental incapacity may happen
a long time before this event. For this reason, it’s vital to inform
clients that no-one has an automatic right to manage their affairs
and health decisions on incapacity, not even spouses, civil partners
or children.
Industry advocates are now suggesting that advisers should be
recommending wills and LPAs to their clients, particularly those
with pension funds and equity release plans. Conscientious advisers
may wish to involve themselves in facilitating these arrangements.
With this in mind, it is imperative to you ask yourself a few
questions:
• What about your existing clients? Does their estate planning
still meet their needs?
• Do you need to write to the clients with pension funds and
equity release plans or perhaps deal with this at the next review?
• Have you provided a holistic service for your clients?
Associates of APS Legal are united by their firm belief in the duty
of care they owe to their clients. To this end, all of our Associates
receive in-depth training and full cover under our Professional
Indemnity Insurance, relating not only to the execution of accurate
LPA documents, but to a wide range of estate planning services.

If you would like to discuss any of the points raised in
this article, or would like further information,
please contact us on 01909 531751
or via email at c.faulkner@aps-legal.co.uk.
1 Living longer - how our population is changing and why it matters,
Office for National Statistics, 2016
2 Alzheimer’s Society, Dementia UK Update, 2014
3 Office of the Public Guardian
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PROTECTION ALL
WRAPPED UP
Our Life Protection Platform and enhanced
product range help make your life easier.

Zurich Assurance Ltd. Registered in England and Wales under company number 02456671. Registered Office: The Grange, Bishops Cleeve, Cheltenham, GL52 8XX.
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RETIREMENT PLANNING –
IT DOESN’T HAVE TO
BE COMPLICATED
Richard Lloyd
In v e s t m e n t S p e c i a l i s t
Zurich UK
Pension freedoms have brought massive
change to our profession and a choice of
functionality, provider, product and tax
wrapper is more important today than ever
before as we move to providing income
solutions for life.
The freedoms have highlighted the different
ways in which wealth from multiple sources
and tax wrappers can be used in retirement,
placing the focus on a more holistic
requirement: managing wealth not only
during the individual’s lifetime but with
reference to their heirs and future generations.
The two-stage model (accumulating and
growing wealth followed by stripping it for
income) is out. In instead, is a more flexible
(fluid even) approach to setting lifetime
goals and solutions.
At first sight, the changes appear to have
brought with them increased complexity.
Delve deeper, however, and not much has
changed. Any adviser who conducts regular
reviews, checks on a client’s life goals and
then puts in place a suitable investment
strategy to meet those goals is well placed to
succeed.
A holistic fact-find is the first step. Knowing
all sources of wealth – how many different
pots of wealth a client has, where they sit
and how they complement each other –
is essential if we are looking to optimise
outcomes for a client.
Different wrappers come with different
tax implications; knowing which to use and
when is key.
To maximise efficiencies, platforms are the
only vehicle available to consolidate, record
and deliver income across all tax wrappers,
ensuring clients receive their income on the
date of their choosing.
Let’s take a closer look at the key
considerations when retirement planning
today and how we can create a client’s
financial plan to meet their goals:

Taxation

Recent tax changes have shifted the
implications firmly to the individual and
away from the funds or other assets being
used. On the positive side, we can now
effectively assume all returns within a
qualifying pension or ISA are rolling up gross.

‘KNOWING
ALL SOURCES OF
WEALTH IS
ESSENTIAL IF WE
ARE LOOKING TO
OPTIMISE OUTCOMES
FOR A CLIENT.’
An ‘unwrapped’ general investment account
continues to come with tax implications
for both income receipts and any disposals.
Even though pension limits continue to
attract the attention of the Chancellor, it
is only the seriously wealthy who need to
consider alternative products such as life
bonds, VCTs, EIS or AIM portfolios as part
of their wealth (and tax) planning.

Timing

Falling markets are an opportunity
for pound cost averaging when we are
investing; conversely it is very different when
withdrawing funds. Sequencing risk describes
the situation of capital withdrawal during
falling markets. A reduced pot size requires
an investment to work harder in future
years, potentially leading to a re-assessment
of a client’s attitude to risk as more risky
investments may be needed to regain the lost
ground. Alternatively, do we need to reduce
the level of income? Get it wrong and the only
choice is lower living standards or increasing
longevity risk.
Insufficient funds

Managing client expectations and/or
investing habits is all about long-term
relationships with clients, encouraging them
to save more, spend less and make plans
to leave a legacy, thus creating bigger pots,
more flexibility and greater security. In the
UK today, there is more need for financial
advisers than perhaps ever before.

Longevity risk

Managing longevity risk is critical. Running
out of money is the number one fear for
clients. Take out more money than the assets
have earned and the pot will reduce. Keep
doing it and it will be exhausted.
To find out more, contact
your Zurich consultant on
08085 546 546 or visit
www.zurichintermediary.co.uk
Zurich may record or monitor calls to improve our service
Zurich Intermediary Group Limited. Registered in England
and Wales under company number 01909111. Registered
Office: The Grange, Bishops Cleeve, Cheltenham, GL52 8XX.
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WHY DRAWDOWN
SHOULD BE AN
ADVISED OPTION
Ni g e l O r a n g e
Te c h n i c a l M a n a g e r
Canada Life
Drawdown is an incredibly complex – and important - part of
a retirement strategy. That being the case, should the FCA apply
the same rules to drawdown as they currently do for DB transfers
and pension benefits that have guarantees attached? Essentially,
whenever the pension transfer or drawdown investment exceeds
£30,000, should professional advice be mandatory?
When you consider the extent of the information required
and the decisions to be made, there appears to be a strong case
for mandatory advice. The list below is not exhaustive and more
questions will doubtless arise after the initial answers. Failing to
carefully consider and fully understand all the options and risks
involved can and is likely to result in poor and, in some cases,
disastrous outcomes.
Key questions to consider before adopting a suitable
drawdown strategy
• What are the client’s objectives from the pension arrangement;
for example, is it for holistic planning, tax mitigation
supporting an existing lifestyle, or as simple as paying for basic
living costs?
• What are the basic living costs and how will these be met if
drawdown income runs out?
• Is income required immediately or at some time in the future?
• Is tax free cash required now and, if so, is it all or part?
• Do they need guaranteed income or income provided through
investing?
• What level of income is required and will this increase or
reduce?
• If there’s other retirement income and capital available (outside
the pension arrangement), how accessible should it be?
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'WILL THE DIY INVESTOR
IGNORE THE INHERENT
RISKS OF DRAWDOWN,
AND FOCUS ONLY ON
THE KEY OBJECTIVE OF
OBTAINING THE HIGHEST
INCOME AVAILABLE?’
• Is downsizing or equity release an option later in retirement?
• Who, other than the client, may be dependent on the pension
income?
• Are there any health issues and what is the expected longevity?
• What is their risk profile and capacity for loss?
• What investment strategy is preferred?
Depending on the answers given, suitable options (with advice)
may be very limited, but will the DIY investor ignore the inherent
risks of drawdown, and focus only on the key objective of obtaining
the highest income available? In this scenario drawdown is likely to
seem far more attractive than the other retirement options available.
Choosing the most suitable investment strategy is only one
factor in the decision, but will probably present a major challenge,
especially for the novice investor. A range of online tools is
available to support them, however when the individual’s main
focus is on maximising income the tool may highlight specific
risks, but there is nothing to stop the DIY investor proceeding.
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Given the added complexity of drawdown in simply making a
straight forward investment, the tools associated with selecting the
most appropriate funds may be inadequate.
There are of course specific risks for individuals opting for
drawdown. Hopefully with professional advice these risks are
discussed and clearly understood, but the DIY investor is unlikely
to be aware of them all.
These include:
• withdrawing unsustainable levels of income and prematurely
depleting fund
• living longer than anticipated and running out of income
• the sequential risk of investing and withdrawing when markets
are falling and using other sources of income to mitigate these
events
• making poor investment choices that may not be aligned to
risk profiles or meeting the key objectives of delivering a stable
regular income
• withdrawing funds in an inefficient tax manner, for example
not using tax free cash and so on
• inappropriate fund switching
• not making or updating death benefit preferences
• ignoring the ongoing option to annuitize when it may be most
advantageous to do so, for example if health declines and or
interest rates rise.

Now, more than three years on from the introduction of pension
freedoms, how many non-advised cases will result in poor outcomes?
It’s probably too early to tell – many savers with small saving
pots have already withdrawn their entire funds from a drawdown
and are probably comfortable in the decisions they made. But do
we know about those with significantly larger pots who are seeing
their funds deplete much quicker than anticipated? After all,
complaining (having not sought professional advice) is unlikely to
change matters, and in any case will future surveys pick up these
poor outcomes?
There is a bright spot, as recent press stories show more advisers
seem prepared to give advice to clients who have modest saving
pots than back in 2015 and 2016. This would suggest that advisers
are more comfortable taking on clients in these situations now the
regulations have bedded down.

Visit www.canadalife.co.uk/retirement to find out
more about The Retirement Account which allows any
combination of pension savings (uncrystallised funds),
Pension Drawdown, Guaranteed Annuity and cash, all
held in a tax-advantaged drawdown wrapper.
Canada Life Limited, registered in England no. 973271. Registered office: Canada Life Place,
Potters Bar, Hertfordshire EN6 5BA. Telephone: 0345 6060708 Fax: 01707 646088
www.canadalife.co.uk Member of the Association of British Insurers.
Canada Life Limited is authorised by the Prudential Regulation Authority and regulated by the
Financial Conduct Authority and the Prudential Regulation Authority.
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IT’S TIME
TO DEFUSE
THE PENSIONS
TIME BOMB
Ju s t i n Ta u r o g
Deputy CEO
V i t a l i t y In v e s t
We’ve reached a potentially critical point in the debate on pensions:
research shows that younger employees are not currently saving
enough for their retirement and don’t appear to be too bothered
about the future. If this attitude persists, Millennials face the prospect
of a dramatically extended working life or impoverished retirement.
To coincide with national Pension Awareness Day, VitalityInvest
recently commissioned a UK-wide consumer poll of 1,500 adults,
to test people’s ambitions and expectations for their later years.
The rather sobering results, revealing that nearly half (44%) of UK
adults do not think they will have enough money to enjoy their ideal
retirement, for example, reinforce the increasingly held belief that
new solutions are needed to help savers overcome the obstacles they
face in achieving the financially secure future they all crave.
A dawning realisation in middle-aged savers
While the survey revealed that people have grand plans for an
active, sociable life after work, it also highlighted profound levels of
personal anxiety regarding whether they would be able to afford the
retirement of their dreams. These worries were greatest for those in
mid-career, where half of those surveyed in the 35-55 year-old age
bracket expressed concerns for their future financial wellbeing.
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‘MILLENNIALS FACE
THE PROSPECT OF
A DRAMATICALLY
EXTENDED WORKING
LIFE OR IMPOVERISHED
RETIREMENT.’
Are Millennials burying their head in the sand?
Perhaps predictably, Millennials were far more sanguine about their
prospects: only 39% thought that securing an adequate income in
retirement might be a problem. And that’s no great surprise, given
that people in the early stages of their careers tend not to give too
much thought to their long-term needs, choosing instead to pursue
the allure of instant gratification. Just to underline the point, evidence
gathered by the Institute for Fiscal Studies shows that, rather than
saving more to overcome these challenges, those born in the 1970s
and later are saving at a lower rate than previous generations at
comparable ages – in fact, their net saving rate overall is negative!
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‘WHILE THIS SECTOR
MAY NOT LOOK LIKE
THE MOST LUCRATIVE
TODAY, IT IS RICH WITH
OPPORTUNITIES TO BUILD
FOR THE FUTURE.’
Increased life expectancy: the elephant in the room
While this attitude towards saving may not be entirely rational,
it is understandable. People in their 20s and 30s in particular, but
not exclusively, face considerable uncertainty when thinking about
the future: they also have a poor understanding of their personal life
expectancy and the implications of a longer life on the amount they
need to save. But with more of us expected to reach the ripe old age
of 90 and beyond , it’s an issue that demands greater consideration
at the very least.
A golden opportunity for advisers
The good news about these findings is that the seeds of opportunity,
for the creation of more appropriate products and provision of
meaningful advice, are already embedded in the problem. With
the right products and the right incentives, as well as a greater
understanding of how beneficial it is to start saving earlier for later
life, these findings actually represent a huge opportunity for the
financial services industry.

Introducing investments fit for the future
That’s because, where there’s a problem rooted in lack of
understanding and behavioural biases, there must also exist an
opportunity to create solutions. This belief guided us towards the
creation of the VitalityInvest product range. In order to overcome
people’s resistance to saving from a young age, we’ve built incentives
into our products that reward people for persistent, long-term
investment, in the form of boosts added to their accumulating
savings every five years. This feature really illustrates and emphasises
the power of compound interest: the sooner you begin to save, the
greater the rewards in the long run.
For those prepared to commit to their future, we also encourage
them to extend this commitment to a more responsible attitude
towards their long-term health. Those that engage could get
discounts of up to 100% off their product charges.
And to raise levels of understanding, our LiveWell Financial
Planner uses Vitality research on life expectancy*, developed
in collaboration with the University of Cambridge and RAND
Europe, that allows people to see how changing their lifestyle affects
their life expectancy, and what savings are required to sustain a
desired income through retirement.
In the end though, what’s needed in order to bring younger
savers into the long-term savings tent is advice that speaks to them
and shows them the products that are geared towards their needs.
Frankly, failure to do this is tantamount to missing out on the
biggest untapped sector of the market for financial advice. And
while this sector may not look like the most lucrative today, it is
rich with opportunities to build for the future – not just the future
of the younger generation of savers, but by extension, the future of
those that advise them.

Find out more about VitalityInvest at
adviser.vitality.co.uk/invest
1 Vitality-commissioned research carried out by Opinium, August and September 2018
2 Institute for Fiscal Studies, The economic circumstances of cohorts born between the 1940s
and the 1970s, Andrew Hood and Robert Joyce, December 2013
3 NHS, UK life expectancy expected to rise to late 80s by 2030, April 2015
For investment professionals only.
*Development of Vitality Age V.3, 2018.
VitalityInvest is a trading name of Vitality Corporate Services Limited. Vitality Corporate
Services Limited is authorised and regulated by the Financial Conduct Authority.
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GIVING BACK
PRECIOUS TIME
TO OVER 2,000
ADVISERS

Dan Russell
Managing Director
Si m p l y Bi z In v e s t m e n t Se r v i c e s
We launched Centra in March 2018 after clear feedback and
demand from the advisers we serve who asked us to:
• bring risk profiling, goals based planning, product research,
suitability reports and client management into one system
• help with the ongoing challenge of advice suitability
• save time in the advice process, therefore making advice more
affordable for more clients and more profitable for you.
Since then, over 700 firms and 2000 advisers and support staff
have made the decision to move to Centra. However, I don’t want
you to take just my word for what Centra can do for your business.
We have commissioned an independent review by Ian McKenna of
the Financial Technology Research Centre, which you can see in the
Centra area of the SimplyBiz website.
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‘WE HAVE COMMISSIONED
AN INDEPENDENT REVIEW
BY IAN MCKENNA OF THE
FINANCIAL TECHNOLOGY
RESEARCH CENTRE,
WHICH YOU CAN SEE IN
THE CENTRA AREA OF THE
SIMPLYBIZ WEBSITE.’

INVESTM E N TS

Perhaps the most important aspect of the review by FTRC is
the views of the advisers currently using Centra that have been
canvassed as part of the independent research. They are clear about
the benefits it has brought to their business:
“It is a great tool to highlight to clients your expertise
and the depth of research conducted.”
Bal Gill, Independent Financial Adviser,
Intelligent Financial Advisory Ltd

“This has potential to be the best proposition
in the market, for advisers who invest the time,
to understand the processes.”
Gerry Towler, Principal Director and Senior FA,
My Financial Services Ltd

“With Centra, we feel more comfortable that our
research is comprehensive and that we have more
evidence to back up our recommendations.”
Mark Banyard, Chartered Financial Planner,
Banyard Independent Advice

The highlights to which I would like to draw your attention are:
• “Designed specifically for SimplyBiz Group Members and is
platform, investment and wrapper technology agnostic.”
• “It offers a complete financial planning proposition, integrated
product research, the ability to create suitability reports, readymade complete centralised investment propositions (CIP), or
adviser created CIPs, within a single system.”
• “It is clear close attention has been paid to meeting the
requirements of the FCA’s finalised guide on assessing
suitability (FG11/15) and assessing suitability; replacement
business and centralised investment propositions (FG12/16).”
• “The SimplyBiz Group has clearly demonstrated that it caters
for all advisers and investment strategies, offering expert
guidance and time-savings, no matter the chosen investment
selection method.”
• Finally, the analysis highlights that Centra could save advisers
two hours 59 minutes per case, which is a 66.3% time saving.

The case for Centra is clear. Regardless of your investment
proposition, it will save time and make you more efficient in
comparison to using standalone risk profiling, research and
suitability systems, such as Dynamic Planner, Synaptic and others.
My commitment to you is that we will offer the support you
need to adopt Centra within your business. We have training
workshops around the country, a dedicated helpdesk, webinars
and online training. We also have a dedicated team to help you
design and implement your Centralised Investment Proposition
within Centra.

You can contact the SimplyBiz Investment Services
team on 0808 124 0000 emailing
investmentservices@simplybiz.co.uk or visit the
SIS pages of the SimplyBiz website.
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We’ve renamed
our funds to
make things
simpler
Bringing F&C
funds under
the BMO brand

BMO was founded as the Bank of Montreal over 200 years
ago. Today it is the 8th largest bank (by assets) in North
America and provides a broad range of financial services to
over 12 million customers. F&C had a similarly long heritage
and became part of BMO in 2014.
We’re excited about the future and strive to keep our offering
to clients as simple as possible. Part of keeping things simple
is bringing all our fund names together under the BMO
banner – to make finding our full range and fund information
a whole lot easier.

The changes took place on the 12 November 2018. You don’t
have to do anything and the name changes won’t cost you
anything or affect the way your investments are managed.
Want to know more?
For a full list of funds and more information please visit
bmogam.com/simplify or contact your usual BMO
representative.
BMO Global Asset Management (EMEA)
@BMOGAM_UK

© 2018 BMO Global Asset Management. All rights reserved. BMO Global Asset Management is a trading name of BMO Asset Management Limited, which is authorised and regulated by the Financial Conduct
Authority. CM18063 (10/18) UK
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MULTI-ASSET VOLATILITYTARGETED SOLUTIONS

Simon Morris
He a d o f St ra t e g i c Pa r t n e r s
Pr e m i e r A s s e t M a n a g e m e n t
The Premier Liberation fund range consists of four actively managed,
diversified multi-manager funds, managed by Premier’s award-winning
multi-asset investment team. The funds are managed to be aligned with
Distribution Technology risk profiles 4, 5, 6 and 7, based on volatility
boundaries that are provided to Premier and updated quarterly.
Tailored volatility outcomes
Each fund has an objective to generate long-term capital growth
or income, or a combination of the two, but is also managed to be
aligned with a specific volatility level. In this range of funds, Premier
Liberation No. IV Fund is expected to have the lowest volatility and
also the lowest expected returns over the long term, whilst Premier
Liberation No. VII Fund is expected to have the highest volatility and
potential for higher returns over the long term than the other three
funds in the range.
Diversified, multi-asset portfolios
The Liberation funds typically invest in funds and other investments
managed by carefully selected, specialist fund managers. This includes
funds providing exposure to equities, bonds, commercial property and
alternative assets, to create a diversified investment portfolio to spread
risk and help the multi-asset team manage the volatility.
Proven investment approach
Premier’s multi-asset team continually research new investment ideas,
monitor existing investments and actively manage the holdings in each
fund with the aim of keeping the portfolios on track to meet their longterm investment objectives.
Since the multi-asset team started managing the funds to be aligned
with specific volatility levels in 2012, the desired volatility profile has
been achieved, with risk steadily increasing from Premier Liberation
No. IV (lowest expected volatility) to Premier Liberation No. VII
(highest expected volatility).

Source: FE Analytics, data from 01.12.2012 to 30.09.2018. Monthly
annualised volatility, based on C accumulation share class.

The Liberation fund range can help advisers identify funds that have
the potential to deliver the right long-term outcomes to meet their
clients’ risk/reward profile.

For more information contact Simon on 07738 958 072,
or email simonmorris@premierfunds.co.uk.
This article is for information purposes and is only to be issued to financial intermediaries. It is
not for use with customers. It expresses the opinion of the author and does not constitute advice.
Past performance is not a reliable indicator of future returns.
These funds are currently managed to be aligned to the Distribution Technology risk profiles.
Distribution Technology is not authorised to provide financial advice. Premier does not have
any influence or control over the risk profiles or the methodology used to create them, and we
are unable to provide assurances as to their accuracy or that they will not change, or that Premier
will continue to manage these funds to be aligned with these risk profiles in the future. Premier
cannot accept any liability which may arise as a result of any reliance on these risk profiles. The
risk profiles do not indicate a promise, forecast or illustration of future risk
profiles or performance returns.
Issued by Premier Asset Management, which is the marketing name used to describe the group of
companies, including Premier Portfolio Managers Limited and Premier Fund Managers Limited,
that are authorised and regulated by the Financial Conduct Authority. For your protection, calls
are recorded and may be monitored for training and quality assurance purposes.
25071814197/18.10.1386CC
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The main event, featuring the VCT heavyweight that backed rising stars Zoopla,
Graze.com and Secret Escapes has returned. Yes, Octopus Titan VCT is ready
for the next round, and if you or any of your clients want to support the UK’s next
generation of contenders, this could be the perfect time to consider entering
the ring. Plus let’s not forget the tax benefits available to VCT investors.
But before you begin warming up, please remember any investment into
Octopus Titan VCT and the income from it can rise or fall. So your clients may get
back less than they originally invested. Plus the share price of VCTs can be volatile
and they may be difficult to sell. As for the tax relief from investing in a VCT,
this depends on your client’s personal circumstances and could change in the
future. Tax relief is also dependent on the VCT maintaining its qualifying status.

Are you in? Call 0800 316 2067, or search Octopus Titan VCT.

A brighter way

For professional advisers only. Not to be relied upon by retail clients.
We do not offer investment or tax advice. This advert is not a prospectus. Investors should only subscribe for shares based on information in the
prospectus and Key Information Document (KID), which can be obtained from octopusinvestments.com. Issued by Octopus Investments Limited,
which is authorised and regulated by the Financial Conduct Authority. Registered office: 33 Holborn, London EC1N 2HT. Registered in England and
Wales No. 03942880. We record telephone calls. Issued September 2018.
CAM07388
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THE CURSE OF
LONG TERM CASH

Tr e v o r G r e e t h a m
He a d o f Mu l t i - A s s e t
Royal London Asset Management
There is nothing wrong with holding wealth in the form of cash on
a short-term basis. For many people, capital stability is important
and access to ready cash is part of prudent financial planning. But
when short-term holdings of cash turn into a long-term investment,
the picture becomes less clear, and we believe that many investors may
underestimate the risks. Large holdings of cash are vulnerable to bouts of
unexpected inflation, like the 1970s, or long periods with interest rates
well below the rate of inflation, like today. Since the financial crisis, cash
has returned 1% or less a year, consistently below the prevailing level
of inflation. We see little reason for this to change in the near term, as
uncertainty around Brexit negotiations and the subsequent impact these
will have is likely to mean the Bank of England keeps interest rates low.
At the same time, the weaker pound is pushing inflation higher, eroding
the real value of cash savings.
Doesn’t everyone know this already?

Many people still hold a significant part of their long-term wealth
outside of their home and pension in cash. In 2015/16, nearly threequarters of the £80 billion invested in adult ISAs went into Cash
ISAs. Among those whose ISA holdings are exclusively in cash, over
three million people had balances of more than £30,000 in 2015/16,
suggesting that these are more than short-term ‘rainy day’ savings. As a
result, millions of people are seeing negative real returns on their longterm savings.

Why don’t more investors look beyond cash ISAs?

We believe many investors lack good financial advice and information.
Perhaps they don’t realise that since the separate contribution limits
on Cash ISAs were abolished it has been possible to switch funds
accumulated in a Cash ISA into a Stocks & Shares ISA without losing
their tax-protected status. Perhaps they aren’t aware that funds in a Stocks
& Shares ISA can still be accessed quickly in case of emergency. They
may also be put off by the impression that these ISA’s require them to
buy and sell shares themselves.
Long term savings require a long term investing
approach

ISAs are increasingly being used as part of a long term savings strategy
alongside pensions. For many people, capital stability is important and
access to ready cash is part of prudent financial planning. But holding
cash for long periods is not a sensible option when interest rates are
close to zero and inflation is on the rise. Advisers are in the forefront
of helping wean individuals off the habit of using cash as a long-term
savings vehicle and opting for a more appropriate mix – some cash to
meet short term needs, but looking at other assets to meet long term
aims, with retirement the most important.

Multi asset approach is a more appropriate long term
strategy

By contrast, money invested across a wide range of asset classes, multi
asset investment, has beaten inflation and outperformed cash by a wide
margin. No single asset class is likely to provide the combination of
stability and return which most individuals would seek. But investment
in a well-managed multi asset fund can diversify risk whilst including
exposure to higher returning assets. Since the financial crash of 2008,
such a strategy would have consistently outperformed cash.

To find out more, visit www.investmentclock.co.uk/
All information is correct at October 2018 unless otherwise stated. The views expressed are
the author’s own and do not constitute investment advice. Issued by Royal London Asset
Management Limited, registered in England and Wales number 2244297. Registered Office:
55 Gracechurch Street, London, EC3V 0RL. Authorised and regulated by the
Financial Conduct Authority.
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T. ROWE PRICE – WHERE
BETTER DECISIONS BEGIN

At T. Rowe Price, we have one business, investments, and one purpose, to help our clients confidently
achieve long-term financial success.
Founded in 1937 during the Great Depression, T. Rowe Price is
built on the enduring philosophy of our founder – meeting clients’
individual needs.
As a global investment manager, we actively listen, anticipate, and
develop investment strategies that align to those needs. This has
driven the evolution of our investment capabilities across equity,
fixed income and multi asset and led to a broad range of strategies
across capitalisations, sectors, styles and regions.
Research: The engine behind our portfolios

Each of our investment decisions is backed by one of the industry’s
largest and most experienced buy-side global research platforms,
incorporating 267 equity, fixed income and multi-asset research
professionals. Local analysts, based in the world’s major economies,
work in collaboration with our global network of specialists across all
industries and major asset classes to find the best investment ideas for
our clients.
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‘BUILT ON THE
ENDURING PHILOSOPHY
OF OUR FOUNDER
– MEETING CLIENTS’
INDIVIDUAL NEEDS.’
When size matters

The size of our assets under management, combined with our
resources, means we have the scale to be able to analyse any
opportunity, anywhere in the world, at any time. Take our Energy
& Materials/Cement analyst in Hong Kong, for example. He’s spent
the last 20 years analysing those sectors around Asia. It can be very
exciting sometimes, it can be very unexciting at other times. But all
the analyst does is focus on these sectors, and so when opportunities
present themselves he’s ready to jump on them, giving us a better
chance to get our timing right and be ahead of the game.
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Going beyond the numbers

At T. Rowe Price, we don’t stop at surface-level analysis, we go
beyond the numbers. Our global team seeks to discover first-hand
insights, providing us and our clients with an information edge that
informs investment decisions and helps us get ahead of change.
Our investment professionals make thousands of research visits every
year. By meeting directly with company officials, executives and
employees, as well as their suppliers, competitors, distributors and
customers, we are able to ask the right questions to gain a deeper
understanding of where a company or institution stands today and,
more importantly, where it is heading.
Independent thought, differentiated ideas

Active investment management ultimately relies on taking some
form of differentiated view from the consensus. We believe the only
way to do that is by having a group of people with varied backgrounds
and experiences, who will challenge the consensus and bring unique
perspectives to the decision-making process.
This rich mix of insight and opinion is central in helping our
analysts form more holistic opinions and views, and is a crucial
element of our approach.
Analysts and portfolio managers encompassing both equity
and fixed income regularly undertake research trips together, but
collaboration is about more than just conducting meetings together.
When ‘autonomous driving’ was coming to the market’s attention,
for instance, our analysts were already meeting with companies
to determine what the future of the motoring industry might
look like. But our collaboration efforts extended far beyond that.
We were considering broader financial impacts such as the potential
impact on the insurance industry, for example. Our technology,
automotive, insurance and fixed income analysts were engaging with
impacted companies early in this development and exploring the
potential consequences of this emerging technology trend.
Ultimately, the value of different businesses changes over time and
our ability to stay close to those changes, by collaborating across
geography, across asset classes, and across industrial expertise, we
believe puts us at an advantage and allows us to invest so that our
clients benefit.

Insight from The SimplyBiz Group

The directly regulated market in the UK is growing,
dominated by small advisory firms passionately delivering
exceptional outcomes for their clients and it is testimony
to the strength of this market that new entrants want to
invest, and grow their presence, in this market. Of course,
the UK market is awash with great investment suppliers,
many of whom can call upon an impressive track record
and substantial, experienced teams. So, when a new entrant
comes along it is important that they bring something new
into the supply chain for advisers. I’m sure advisers will
watch closely, as we will, how T. Rowe Price look to use
their expertise to innovate in the market.

Dan Russell
M a n a g i n g D i re c t o r

T. ROWE PRICE
IN NUMBERS
(As at 30 September 2018)

Established in 1937

£831.5 billion AUM*
6,900+ associates worldwide
595 investment professionals
Office in

16 countries

Presence in UK since 1979

For further information on T. Rowe Price, our
research platform or products, please contact our UK
Relationship Management team on 020 7002 4372 or
ukintermediaries@troweprice.com.
*Firmwide AUM includes assets managed by T. Rowe Price Associates, Inc. and its investment
advisory affiliates.
For professional clients only. Not for further distribution.
Important Information This material is being furnished for general informational purposes
only. The material does not constitute or undertake to give advice of any nature, including
fiduciary investment advice, and prospective investors are recommended to seek independent
legal, financial and tax advice before making any investment decision. T. Rowe Price group of
companies including T. Rowe Price Associates, Inc. and/or its affiliates receive revenue from T.
Rowe Price investment products and services. Past performance is not a reliable indicator of
future performance. The value of an investment and any income from it can go down as well
as up. Investors may get back less than the amount invested. The material does not constitute
a distribution, an offer, an invitation, a personal or general recommendation or solicitation
to sell or buy any securities in any jurisdiction or to conduct any particular investment
activity. The material has not been reviewed by any regulatory authority in any jurisdiction.
Information and opinions presented have been obtained or derived from sources believed to
be reliable and current; however, we cannot guarantee the sources’ accuracy or completeness.
There is no guarantee that any forecasts made will come to pass. The views contained herein
are as of the date written and are subject to change without notice; these views may differ from
those of other T. Rowe Price group companies and/or associates. Under no circumstances
should the material, in whole or in part, be copied or redistributed without consent from T.
Rowe Price. The material is not intended for use by persons in jurisdictions which prohibit or
restrict the distribution of the material and in certain countries the material is provided upon
specific request. It is not intended for distribution to retail investors in any jurisdiction. Issued
in the UK by T. Rowe Price International Ltd, 60 Queen Victoria Street, London EC4N 4TZ
which is authorised and regulated by the UK Financial Conduct Authority. For Professional
Clients only. T. ROWE PRICE, INVEST WITH CONFIDENCE and the Bighorn Sheep
design are, collectively and/or apart, trademarks or registered trademarks of T. Rowe Price
Group, Inc. All rights reserved. 201810-627783
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This is just for UK advisers – not approved for use with clients

We saw
the light
Investing in international solar energy is one
of the ways we’re generating sustainable returns
for your clients.
See what else Prudential Portfolio Management Group is investing in.

Find out more at pruadviser.co.uk/funds/ppmg

Prudential is a trading name of Prudential Distribution Limited. Prudential Distribution Limited is
registered in Scotland. Registered Office at Craigforth, Stirling FK9 4UE. Registered number SC212640.
Authorised and regulated by the Financial Conduct Authority.
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SUSTAINABLE INVESTING
IS ABOUT MAKING BIGGER
PROFITS, SAY THE MAJORITY
OF INVESTORS
David Brett
In v e s t m e n t Wr i t e r
Schroders
The majority of investors believe the main reason to invest
sustainably is to make bigger profits, a major global study has found.
The findings suggest investors increasingly believe that backing
sustainable investments, those companies that are most focused on
managing environmental, social and governance issues, will deliver
better results, rather than just be a choice of conscience.
The Schroders Global Investor Study 2018 (GIS), which surveyed
more than 22,000 investors in 30 countries, also covered definitions
of sustainable investing and highlighted the barriers preventing
people from investing more in sustainable investments.
Experienced investors

The growing interest in sustainable investing was particularly
pronounced among experienced investors. The study found that
people who feel they have higher levels of investment knowledge
are both investing more of their total portfolio in sustainable
investments and expecting higher returns on their entire portfolio.
People who consider themselves expert/advanced investors
said they were investing an average of 42% of their portfolio in
sustainable investments and expected an annual return on their
entire investment portfolio of 10.9%, on average. That compares
with 32% and 8.8%, respectively, for those people who consider
themselves beginner investors.
The study also revealed generational patterns. Millennials said
they were investing more in sustainable investments as a proportion
of their entire portfolio than older generations other. People aged
between 18 and 36 said they invested an average of 41% of their
portfolios in sustainable investments, compared with 35% for those
aged 37-54. For those aged 55 and over it was 34%.

Under half (47%) said it was about investing in companies they
thought were best in class when it comes to environmental or social
issues or how the company is run.
A quarter (25%) said it was about avoiding so-called “sin stocks”,
companies involved in alcohol, tobacco or weapons manufacturing.
Only 9% had no idea what sustainable investing is.

We have long known that investors are interested in
sustainable investment funds and that the interest is
growing, but the amount of money flowing in has
been relatively muted. This study goes some way
in explaining why that might be.
It seems clear that everyone involved in the investment
industry will need to work together to improve the
availability, transparency and advice around these funds.
What’s encouraging is that investors have a sophisticated
understanding of sustainable investment. They realise that
running a business sustainably by definition gives it better
chance of success in the decades to come. Essentially, most
investors now believe that sustainable investing can
help them achieve good returns.
Jessica Ground, Head of Sustainability,
Schroders

What is sustainable investing?

Sustainable investment has seen a huge increase in interest in the
last decade, but definitions in this area can be confusing. We asked
investors what phrase best described “sustainable investing” and
found some sophisticated views.
More than half (52%) said that it was about investing in companies
that are likely to be more profitable because they are proactive in
preparing for environmental and social change.

For more insights on sustainable investing
visit www.schroders.co.uk/sustainability
Important Information:
Schroders commissioned Research Plus Ltd to conduct, between 20th March and 23rd
April 2018, an independent online study of 22,338 investors in 30 countries around the
world, including Australia, Brazil, Canada, China, France, Germany, India, Italy, Japan, the
Netherlands, Spain, the UK and the US. This research defines ‘investors’ as those who will
be investing at least €10,000 (or the equivalent) in the next 12 months and who have made
changes to their investments within the last ten years. These individuals represent the views of
investors in each country included in the study.
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WHY THE RULES ARE LESS
CLEARLY DEFINED FOR
MULTI-ASSET FUNDS TODAY

Andy Brown
In v e s t m e n t D i r e c t o r
Pr u d e n t i a l
Multi-asset is evolving, from straight forward
cautious and balanced outlooks, to outcomeorientated and targeted-return strategies. But
as investors enter a new era of quantitative
tightening, a focus on traditional, long-term
metrics will be key to achieving success.
An analysis of multi-asset funds over the last
few years, reveals there have been very few
losses within the portfolios, if any at all. This
sounds great. But multi-asset funds are not
supposed to do this. It is not how or why they
were built. A multi-asset fund should be able
to hold up returns in good times, but balance
off negative markets and provide an element
of protection against risk when they fall. The
fact that everything appears to be going up can
lead to future expectations being unsatisfied.
Unorthodox monetary policy, and a lack
of volatility since the global financial crisis,
has created a unique set of investment
circumstances for multi-asset investors.
Investors who two decades ago would have
been content to buy gilts alongside a few stable
equity holdings to receive a monthly income,
are today having to incorporate high-dividend
paying, and at times risky, stocks in order to
achieve a similar level of return. The wave of
money being invested in so-called ‘risk assets’
has resulted in values of most assets in the UK
and US rising, and that means the yields on
said assets have fallen.
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A multi-asset fund should help retail
investors invest through market noise and
risk-on/risk-off events to produce smooth,
stable returns over long time periods. The
problem is, many investors think short term
and do not understand what market noise
or volatility really means today. Especially as
global central bank support has led many to
view risk as effectively being ‘free’. This will
no longer be the case as economies continue,
or start, on a path of monetary tightening,
however. The next three or four years will see
investors experience a much rockier ride.

‘IF WE ARE IN THE
LAST UPWARDS
PHASE OF A BULL
MARKET, WE SHOULD
BE TAKING RISK OFF
THE TABLE.’
Some of the best investors talk about leaving
the table before everybody else. In 1998,
PPMG was criticised for moving out of the
equity markets ahead of the dot com bubble.
We probably did it 12-18 months too early.

But, by 2003 we were streets ahead of the
competition because we had assessed risk
correctly ahead of the event and repositioned
the portfolio. And again, if you look at the
market today, if we are in the last upwards
phase of a bull market, we should be taking risk
off the table. It should be decreasing from 90%
to 85% and so on. We need to give up some
return in order to protect our investors’ cash.
I believe in most cases, markets tend to do a
lot of the heavy lifting, which means correct
asset allocation of this type alongside risk
assessment is key to successful returns.
There will always be short-term periods where
markets turn against you, but if a manager can
make the right calls on a long-term basis using a
much wider spread of assets within a reasonable
set of risk boundaries, it will eventually deliver
against the type of outcome clients want. And
to us, success looks like giving an investor what
they expect to get.

If you would like to find out
more about the multi-asset
expertise of PPMG, visit
www.pruadviser.co.uk/funds/ppmg
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BE FLEXIBLE TO SOLVE
THE RISK AND RETURN
CONUNDRUM

The decade-long bull market for developed market equities means
you’re probably now starting to look for the best approach to balance risk
and returns in your clients’ portfolios.
Traditionally, intermediaries increased clients’ government bond
holdings to balance out the risk from equities, and historically this has
worked remarkably well. But the classic assumption that a ‘balanced’
portfolio is one with a set allocation between equities and government
bonds, may not necessarily guard against the future risks facing today’s
investors. If you think about it, it doesn’t make too much sense to try and
solve changing risks by applying such a static, one-size-fits-all solution.
As markets shift, assets that were once considered safe can become risky
and industry experts have warned investors to be on their guard. For
example, last year, the UK’s CFA Society released a report cautioning
against both textbook approaches to risk management, and blindly
following historic risk management techniques in today’s markets.
Balancing portfolio risk requires flexibility

Rather than simply allocating a fixed percentage to specific asset
classes, we believe that risk should be managed by looking for
investments that offer good value for their price. In other words, we
propose that only by letting go of the focus on asset classes, and in fact
becoming agnostic to them, can you see the wood for the trees in terms
of risk management.
Commonly used backward-looking measures of risk, such as
volatility, market beta, tracking error, etc, aren’t necessarily predictive
of the risks - or outcomes - that clients care about. As the findings of a
2018 Boring Money consumer survey confirmed, clients see risk as the
possibility that they will lose money. From this perspective, we don’t
think that reducing risk is about analysing statistics, but about making
sure that you don’t overpay for the investments you buy. So rather than
looking for investments that fit in a particular bucket, we primarily
reduce risk by seeking out assets that are selling for less than we think
they are worth.

Flexibility means holding only the assets you actually
want

Even an expensive market can offer a few good value stocks on sale
cheaply. But what if you don’t want exposure to the risky market? With
a static allocation, you may own the market anyway. And with a topdown approach, you may cut exposure to the whole market - including
the stocks you like. But with a bigger tool box, you can have the best
of both worlds.
By selecting individual stocks and then hedging out stockmarket risk,
you can target the performance of just the stocks you like.
Hedging has been an especially useful risk reducer because we have
found isolated stocks with good long-term return that we want to hold
onto, but our analysts have found few government bonds attractive.
Though yields (at least in the US) have risen recently, global yields
remain very low compared to historic levels. This is an obvious price
risk with sustained rate rises looming. We prefer selected corporate
bonds and short-term US treasuries that not only reduce risk, but also
offer a higher yield than the global government bond index.
Being flexible in your approach to risk management will lead to a
portfolio that is considerably different from the typical 60/40 one. But
we think that it gives you the potential for both lower risk and higher
returns. It’s important to also realise that the mix of assets we prefer in
the current market environment will be radically different to what we
might choose ten years from now. What will remain the same is the
flexible approach to finding individual investments that balance risk
and return.

To find out more about how we balance the risk and
return in our OEIC Global Balanced Fund, please visit
www.orbis.com/uk/intermediaries/
funds/global-balanced-fund
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RESPONSIBLE
INVESTMENT:
PREPARING
FOR THE
FUTURE OF
FINANCE
B e n Pa l m e r
In v e s t m e n t D i r e c t o r a n d He a d o f R e s p o n s i b l e In v e s t m e n t R e s e a r c h Te a m
Brooks MacDonald
Many people want to support a sustainable, greener, cleaner future.
Cutting pollution, choosing companies with transparent supply
chains, and reducing use of plastic bags and disposable coffee cups
are decisions that we make on a daily basis, and we do this without
compromising on quality. When it comes to investment, we believe
likewise that investors do not need to compromise their future
returns in order to invest responsibly.
Responsible investment is an exciting and growing area of finance,
and over recent years the demand for investment solutions from
both institutional and retail investors has increased. According to
research by Greenwich Associates, 96% of respondents consider ESG
(environmental, social and governance) investing to be a long-term
trend, and 67% expect an increase in 3-year demand.1 We believe
this trend will continue to strengthen, as there is a greater and
more vocal appreciation of global sustainability challenges, coupled
with a realisation that action needs to be taken. At a government
and supranational level, support for sustainability solutions and
innovation has created a positive backdrop for businesses with good
corporate practices and sustainable operations and, in some cases, has
begun to penalise those businesses that lag behind.

Sources - Data: Eurosif 2016 European SRI study.
Chart: Brooks Macdonald
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Through our Responsible Investment Service, we aim to cater
for this growing part of the market, drawing on our established
investment process to provide an innovative and appropriate option
for investors.
Our approach to responsible investment

Our Responsible Investment Service (RIS) has the dual objectives
of both achieving your long-term investment goals within your
desired range of risk and actively reflecting responsible investment
values. This distinguishes it from our core services, which have the
sole aim of achieving long-term investment returns within your
given risk range. All our investment services are integrated into in
our Centralised Investment Proposition.

Objective:

Aim to actively
reflect responsible
investment values

Objective:

RIS

Aim to achieve
long-term
risk-adjusted
investment returns

We believe that the first, and most important, question, is whether
your primary objective is to ‘avoid’ certain sectors that do not align
with your values, or whether it is to ‘advance’ and support businesses
that engage in responsible business practices or develop solutions to
sustainability issues. We have therefore created two distinct strategies:
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Avoid
The values-based objective of the Avoid strategy, is to avoid
exposure to companies involved in armaments, gambling, tobacco,
alcohol and pornography. Due to the rigid nature of this objective,
our assessment is based on investment restrictions relating to these
five industries.
Within our Avoid strategy, we also consider investments which do
not technically have these restrictions, but which naturally avoid
these areas on account of their thematic focus.
Advance
The values-based objective of the Advance strategy, is to invest in
funds that advance businesses which either specifically seek to provide
solutions to sustainability issues, or that have strong corporate policies
and outputs relating to environmental, social and governance (ESG)
criteria. We focus on identifying and investing in businesses that are
working towards a more sustainable future. This strategy is based on
a positive values assessment, in contrast to the exclusionary policy of
the Avoid strategy.
Our research process

Our Responsible Investment Service is integrated with our
Centralised Investment Proposition (CIP). Our core research
framework ensures the same level of due diligence, monitoring
and accountability across all investments. We have incorporated
additional stages to our CIP to ensure that we assess both the
fundamental investment rationale for including an investment,
in addition to its alignment with the values-based criteria of our
Responsible Investment Service. As well as equities, we consider a
range of asset classes, including fixed income and alternatives, which
enables us to create diversified, multi-asset portfolios.

Our rigorous research process ensures alignment with the RIS’s dual
objective.
Responsible investment Questionnaire

Corporate Level
Memberships, corporate responsibility initiatives,
experience in RI

Strategy Level
RI team and resources, exclusionary screening,
ESG/sustainability process

Review Level
Portfolio review, voting record, engagement record

Conclusion

Responsible investment is increasingly gaining traction as investors
seek to broaden their objectives to incorporate sustainable values and
avoid certain industries. At Brooks Macdonald, we are constantly
evolving our investment services to ensure that we can offer the
solutions that our clients need. We think that responsible investing
has an increasingly important role to play in the future of finance,
and that in pursing sustainable investment goals, clients should not
have to compromise on returns.

ESG: multiple approaches

Assessing responsible investment credentials can be a challenge.
Sometimes the environmental or social case is clear, such as
renewable energy infrastructure, but there is usually an element
of subjectivity. There is also a range of approaches to constructing
responsible investment funds, with a correspondingly long list of
names, including “Sustainable”, “Ethical”, “ESG”, “Impact” and
“Socially Responsible Investing”, each of which may mean something
slightly different to each fund manager. We do not limit our research
to investments that conform to one single approach. Instead, we
consider the full responsible investment universe.
Responsible Investment
Exclusionary
screening

Using a system to prohibit investment
in defined sectors or industries perceived
to have a negative ESG or moral impact.

Engagement

Active engagement with shareholders
to promote responsible business practices

Impact

Targeting measurable environmental or
social impact, e.g.. carbon emissions

Thematic

Focussed on specific ESG challenges, e.g.
climate charge or sustainable energy

ESG
"Best in class"

Use of scoring systems to compare ESG
investments and select those best-placed
to out perform on that basis

ESG integration

Incorporation of ESG analysis alongside
traditional financial analysis

To find out more about our
Responsible Investment Service, visit our website
or email simplybiz@brooksmacdonald.com
1 Greenwich Associates ESG Product Research: Participant Give-Back Europe 2018
This document is intended for professional advisers only and should not be relied upon by
any persons who do not have professional experience in matters relating to investments. In
our 'Avoid' strategy, while we aim to avoid investment in the industries referenced, we cannot
guarantee total exclusion from the portfolio.
The value of your investments and the income from them may go down as well as up and
neither is guaranteed. Investors could get back less than they invested. Changes in exchange
rates may have an adverse effect on the value of an investment. Changes in interest rates may
also impact the value of fixed income investments. The value of your investment may be
impacted if the issuers of underlying fixed income holdings default, or market perceptions of
their credit risk change. There are additional risks associated with investments
in emerging or developing markets.
The information in this document does not constitute advice or a recommendation
and investment decisions should not be made on the basis of it. This document is for the
information of the recipient only and should not be reproduced,
copied or made available to others.
Brooks Macdonald is a trading name of Brooks Macdonald Group plc used by various
companies in the Brooks Macdonald group of companies. Brooks Macdonald Asset
Management Limited is authorised and regulated by the Financial Conduct Authority.
Registered in England No 03417519.
Registered office: 72 Welbeck Street London W1G 0AY. More information about the
Brooks Macdonald Group can be found at www.brooksmacdonald.com.
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ARE WE ON
THE CUSP OF A
FOURTH INDUSTRIAL
REVOLUTION?
David Appleton
In v e s t m e n t D i r e c t o r
Cornelian Asset Managers
Productivity, or the UK’s lack of it, has long been identified
by politicians, central bankers and economists as the root cause
of the economy’s rather tepid recovery in the decade following
the financial crisis. Solving the ‘productivity puzzle’ has proven
a complex challenge, with a number of factors identified, but
an agreed explanation remains elusive. The changing sector
composition of the economy, for example, is often cited and has
compelling logic. The collapse of the oil price and the unwinding of
the banking sector’s swollen balance sheet reduced the contribution
to the economy from two high GDP per capita industries. Indeed,
this arguably created an unfair basis for comparison when judging
current economic performance as, with the benefit of hindsight,
both industries were enjoying unsustainable bubble-like conditions
in the years preceding the crisis.
Weak productivity has, however, not just been a UK phenomenon,
as most major western economies have exhibited similar trends.
Business investment has persistently lagged historical trend rates as
firms took advantage of the plentiful supply of labour, rather than
invest in more efficient plant and machinery to boost output as
the recovery took hold. With labour markets now tightening, firms
have a clear incentive to invest, but will they and, if they do, what
will be the impact?
Our recent meetings with businesses operating across a range of
manufacturing and service industries have been fascinating and have
reinforced our conviction that we are in the foothills of an exciting
period of economic development. For example Rio Tinto, the FTSE
100 mining company, is pioneering the use of fully autonomous
trains, resulting in an almost 20% reduction in the time taken to
transport its product from the mine to the port. Oil major BP has
deployed a robot in a US oil refinery to perform safety inspections
using ultrasound technology to detect microscopic cracks in the walls.
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Previously the inspection team would have had to spend over 20
manhours to achieve a task the robot can complete in one hour.
Pest control specialist Rentokil Initial has now installed over 50,000
connected devices at customer sites, offering real time updates on
rodent and other pest activity, delivering meaningful improvements
in service quality and reducing cost to serve. These are only a tiny
handful of examples of investments being made by UK-listed
companies today across almost every industry.
The evidence suggests to us that we have reached a tipping point,
where the benefits of ‘digitalisation’ have become so financially
and industrially compelling that companies simply must invest
to remain competitive. If this anticipated wave of investment
is sufficient to reverse the recent trend of weak productivity, the
implications for the sustainable growth potential of the global
economy could be significant.

Our risk managed fund range is recommended
and available through Centra. Please call us on
0131 243 4130 for any further information,
or visit www.cornelianam.com
Cornelian Asset Managers Limited, 30 Charlotte Square, Edinburgh EH2 4ET
Authorised and regulated by the Financial Conduct Authority No 143452

INVESTM E N TS

HOW SHOULD FIXED INCOME
INVESTORS RESPOND TO
RISING RATES?
Chris Higham
C FA , S e n i o r Po r t f o l i o M a n a g e r, Mu l t i - St ra t e g y F i x e d In c o m e
Av i v a In v e s t o r s
While the ghosts of the Global Financial Crisis (GFC) survive
a decade later, the global economy has undoubtedly begun to
heal. That is in turn prompting rising numbers of central banks to
withdraw some of the extraordinary monetary policy measures they
put in place to fight the crisis.
As the prospect of quantitative tightening (QT) broadens, volatility
is likely to rise, while different bond market segments are likely to
perform in a less highly correlated way.
Of course, QT is not the only issue challenging the fixed
income investor. Market volatility has risen this year as a result of
increased political risk, the mounting trade dispute between the
US and its major trading partners, and a potential overheating of
the US economy

‘WHILE IT WILL BE
PAINFUL FOR SOME
INVESTORS, IT SHOULD
BE A PERIOD WHERE AN
ACTIVE AND STRATEGIC
APPROACH CAN SHINE.’
Faced with these challenges, strategic bond funds may hold appeal
to investors. Their attraction, as the name suggests, is that managers
are able to build high-conviction portfolios according to their view
on key drivers of bond returns such, as interest-rate movements and
credit and default risk.
The risk-return profile of a strategic bond fund illustrates
the attractiveness of the proposition. Thanks to the benefits of
diversification, the strategy can deliver comparable returns to the
higher yielding market segments, yet with much less risk than
specialist products in the high-yield and corporate bond sectors.
The current market backdrop means our strategic bond fund is
positioned conservatively. Credit risk has been reduced as spreads
are currently tight. We have reduced the average duration of the
fund’s positions, as we prefer short-dated securities in both the
high-yield and investment-grade sectors.

By contrast, passive investors are exposed to much more duration
risk. This is because in recent years, companies have taken advantage
of low yields to issue substantial amounts of long-term debt,
pushing the average duration of many bond indices sharply higher.
The ‘normalisation’ of monetary policy is essential for properly
functioning securities markets. While it will be painful for some
investors, it should be a period where an active and strategic
approach can shine, and where focused and well-researched
positions can add significant value.
Key risks

The value of an investment and any income from it can go down as
well as up. Investors may not get back the original amount invested.
Bond values are affected by changes in interest rates and the bond
issuer's creditworthiness.Bonds that offer the potential for a higher
income typically have a greater risk of default. These strategies use
derivatives; these can be complex and highly volatile. Derivatives
may not perform as expected, which means the strategies may suffer
significant losses. Certain assets held in these strategies could, by
nature, be hard to value or to sell at a desired time or at a price
considered to be fair (especially in large quantities), and as a result
their prices could be very volatile.

For further information on our range of funds, contact
your usual sales representative or our relationship
management team. Tel: 020 7809 6521*
Email: BDEUK@avivainvestors.com
*Calls may be recorded for training and monitoring purposes,
and to comply with applicable law and regulations
Important information
Except where stated as otherwise, the source of all information is Aviva Investors Global
Services Limited, as at 25 September 2018. Unless stated otherwise any views and opinions are
those of Aviva Investors. They should not be viewed as indicating any guarantee of return from
an investment managed by Aviva Investors nor as advice of any nature. This material is not a
recommendation to sell or purchase any investment.
Issued by AIGSL, registered in England No.1151805. Registered Office: St. Helen’s, 1
Undershaft, London EC3P 3DQ. Authorised and regulated in the UK by the
Financial Conduct Authority.
RA18/1166/01042019
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CHANGING THE
PERFORMANCE
CONVERSATION
Jo h n Hu s s e l b e e
C o - Fu n d M a n a g e r H C Ve r b a t i m Po r t f o l i o G r o w t h Fu n d s
Ve r b a t i m A s s e t M a n a g e m e n t
An important part of being a fund selector is keeping up with the
industry’s latest innovations and one of the best places in the world to
do that over the years has been the annual Morningstar conference.
I was lucky enough to attend this year’s event in Chicago back in
June and saw a range of speakers from across the spectrum. As anyone
familiar with our investment process will know, one of our core beliefs
is that while consistency of performance is ultimately impossible,
consistency of approach, at least for our chosen managers, is vital.
With that in mind, one of the most interesting sessions for me focused
on Morningstar’s efforts to improve performance measurement,
proposing two new metrics called longest underperformance and
outperformance periods (LUP and LOP respectively).
As we all know, returns from actively managed funds are compared
against pre-selected benchmarks to determine ‘outperformance’.
While this seems a straightforward exercise, it is complicated by the
fact that a fund that ultimately beats its benchmark over a certain
timeframe, may go through stretches of underperformance within
that period. These stretches can be particularly stark if a fund has
a strong style bias and the market goes against that approach at
particular times.
We can point to several well-known instances of this from the
recent past; value-oriented managers were dismissed as out of touch
dinosaurs during the excesses of the TMT bubble in the late 1990s,
for example.
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‘PATIENCE HAS TO BE A
WATCHWORD WHEN IT
COMES TO INVESTING.’
When looking at its LUP and LOP measures, Morningstar examined
a global set of active funds over a 15-year period from January 2003
to December 2017 and found a number of interesting things.
Around two-thirds of the funds analysed —3,790 out of 5,500—
beat their benchmarks over the 15-year period but of these, the
average LUP ranged from nine to 11 years. What this means in
practice is that investors not only needed to pick the right managers
but also have the patience to endure long periods of sub-par returns.
The opposite is also true: a fund that ultimately underperforms its
benchmark over a 15-year period could well have gone through an
eight-year period of outperformance, enticing return-chasing investors
to buy the fund, only to be disappointed by subsequent results.
To show the data on this, of 1,710 funds that ultimately
underperformed over the 15-year period, 1,164 had an average LOP
of 11 years. Again in practice, this mean it would have ultimately
have been a mistake to judge a fund’s ability to outperform on a track
record as long as 11 years.

INVESTM E N TS

‘EVEN IF YOU HAVE THE
ACUMEN TO PICK A GOOD
MANAGER, THIS MAY BE
OF LITTLE AVAIL IF YOUR
PATIENCE FAILS YOU.’
Using simulations, Morningstar showed that even a very skilled
manager, over a span of 100 years, would underperform his/her
benchmark for a period of 20 years at some point during that time.
So what can we take from all this? A key point for us, which chimes
with our investment process, is that patience has to be a watchword
when it comes to investing, which is increasingly out of step with the
short-termism of markets and much of the commentary about them.
As Morningstar concludes, active investing is a long game but many
of the standard performance metrics that measure it, which investors
continue to rely on when selecting funds despite warnings, are not
built around this. Alpha, beta, and information ratio for example, all
typically use three or five years as their default timeframe, but this
data shows those periods are too short to evaluate a manager with
any degree of confidence. Even stretching it to a decade isn’t going
far enough.
For Morningstar, these findings should encourage investors to
recalibrate their expectations.
“Asset management firms should perhaps rethink how they structure
their bonuses for active managers,” said the group.
“Most importantly, perhaps, investors who have confidence in their
pick need a big dose of patience, an investing virtue that has not been
emphasised enough. It turns out that even if you have the acumen
to pick a good manager, this may be of little avail if your patience
fails you.”

While it is very early days for LUP and LOP, I would suggest they
could eventually prove to be a useful tool in support of our consistency
of process focus. As we have long said, we are often buying particular
managers to fit a style requirement in our portfolios and therefore
want them to keep to that approach.
Baked into that is the understanding that managers with a strong
style bias can go through lengthy period of underperformance, but
we want to see consistency of process whatever the market is doing
in the background.
We select funds and managers that complement each other in terms
of investment style. It is key, therefore, that managers have a track
record of maintaining their style and do not drift away from it. If
they do, this is a reason for us to sell out.

More and more advisers are choosing Verbatim Asset
Management to meet their clients’ needs.
If you’d like to learn more, or if you have any queries,
please don’t hesitate to contact us on 0808 12 40 007
or email us at info@verbatim-am.co.uk.
Verbatim Asset Management has taken due care and attention in preparing this document,
which is solely for the use of professional advisers. Verbatim cannot be held responsible
for any inaccuracies arising out of information detailed within and will not accept liability
for any loss arising out of or in connection with its use. The value of investments and
any income from them can go down as well as up and is not guaranteed. Your clients
could get back less than they originally invested. Past performance is not a guide to future
performance. The portfolios' investments are subject to normal fluctuations and
other risks inherent when investing in securities.
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AT LAST,
PROTECTION
ADVISERS
HAVE A
REAL CHOICE.
A

THE TYPICAL WAY OF LIFE

OR

B

A BETTER WAY OF LIFE

B STANDS FOR BETTER
AND THAT’S THE GUARDIAN WAY.

A

A PROVIDER THAT ASKS FOR DETAILED
MEDICAL EVIDENCE BEFORE THEY PAY
OUT FOR A HEART ATTACK.

B

OR

A PROVIDER THAT TAKES A UK
CONSULTANT’S WORD FOR IT.

Providers typically request detailed medical evidence of a heart attack before they pay out. At Guardian,
we don’t think this is right, so we keep it simple - the word of a UK Consultant is all we need. We’ve applied
this principle to all the most common conditions accounting for over 80% of claims.
Source: From UK industry published claims statistics 2017.

A

TERMINAL ILLNESS THAT ONLY PAYS OUT
ON STAGE 4 CANCER IF EXPECTED TO DIE
WITHIN 12 MONTHS.

B

OR

TERMINAL ILLNESS THAT PAYS OUT
ON DIAGNOSIS.

Terminal illness cover typically only pays out if, in a doctor’s opinion, the policyholder has less than 12 months
to live. At Guardian, we also guarantee to payout if there’s a diagnosis of stage 4 cancer, motor-neurone
disease, CJD, or Parkinson-plus syndromes - even if the life expectancy is more than 12 months.

A

‘JOINT LIFE’ COVER THAT STOPS
COVERING BOTH PARTNERS AFTER
THE FIRST DEATH.

B

OR

‘DUAL LIFE’ COVER THAT KEEPS
COVERING THE SURVIVING PARTNER
AFTER THE FIRST DEATH.

At Guardian, we offer dual life rather than joint life. You can still apply for 2 people at the same time,
but we’ll give each client their own policy with their own cover - and we apply a multi-life discount.
So, in the event of a claim, unlike a joint policy, the cover remains in place for the remaining partner.
No one should lose their cover as well as their partner.

A

A PROVIDER THAT ONLY APPLIES COVER
IMPROVEMENTS TO NEW POLICIES.

B

OR

A PROVIDER THAT APPLIES
COVER IMPROVEMENTS
TO NEW & EXISTING POLICIES.

Typically, insurers only apply cover improvements to new policies. At Guardian we make upgrades available
to everyone. In most cases we’ll upgrade existing policies automatically and free of charge. However,
if we make an improvement that wouId affect existing customers premiums we’ll give them the choice.
To discover more ways we’re making Iife better visit:
guardian1821.co.uk/advisers

Guardian Financial Services Limited is an appointed representative of Scottish Friendly Assurance Society Limited which is authorised by the
Prudential Regulation Authority and regulated by the Financial Conduct Authority and Prudential Regulation Authority. Registered office:
Scottish Friendly House, 16 Blythswood Square, Glasgow G2 4HJ. Registration number 110002. Guardian Financial Services Limited is registered
in England and Wales under number 11115769. Registered office: 11 Strand, London WC2N 5HR.
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NUTS AND BOLTS OF THE IDD
R i c h a r d Nu t t a l l
He a d o f Po l i c y
The SimplyBiz Group
It may have kept us waiting since February, but the IDD(iva)
certainly made its grand entrance in style on the 1st of October
this year. I’m not sure how many of you would say ‘better late than
never’ in this instance, but we’ve provided a range of support and
guidance which will ensure that the implementation won’t be too
painful for you!
The Insurance Distribution Directive (IDD) replaces and builds
on the previous Insurance Mediation Directive and applies to
insurance and protection contracts, as well as insurance-based
investment business. There’s a whole host of issues touched upon
within the IDD; below are a few of the headlines, and what you
need to do to ensure you remain compliant in these key areas:
Suitability
All insurance-based investment products (IBIPs) will apply the
same suitability rules as MiFID investments (Chapter 9A within
the COBS handbook).
Suitability reports must be issued prior to ‘conclusion of a contract’.
The requirement to issue a suitability report before conclusion of a
contract will apply to all types of investment business (except P2P)
and not just IBIPs and MiFID. This rule change was effective from
the implementation of the IDD.
Where a firm provides an ongoing service, which includes a
suitability assessment of the product, the review must be carried
out at least annually.
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'WE’VE PROVIDED A
RANGE OF SUPPORT
AND GUIDANCE WHICH
WILL ENSURE THAT THE
IMPLEMENTATION WON’T
BE TOO PAINFUL FOR YOU.’
As I’m sure you’ve spotted, these requirements are largely the same
as those already in existence, but focus on a client’s ability to bear
any losses. There is no standard definition of the term ‘conclusion
of a contract’, but I believe it should be consistent with the MiFID
II requirement i.e. before investing monies or switching funds.
Where the recommendation is to hold (retain an existing
holding), the report must be provided at the time of, or prior to,
any oral advice. Where the report follows the review meeting, it
must be made clear the report acts as the recommendation.
Service propositions must be reviewed to ensure any periodic
review of suitability or rebalancing is carried out at least annually.
This has to be confirmed prior to the time of the investment advice.
This is consistent with MiFID II but, importantly, does not apply
to pensions.

MORTGAGES, PROTEC TION AN D G I

The structured/unstructured CPD requirement for investment
business remains unchanged.
Any individual who is not a Retail Investment Adviser, but is
involved in insurance distribution, i.e. protection adviser, developer
of sales scripts or non-selling supervisor etc., must complete 15
hours of annual CPD. There is no structured/unstructured criteria
for this CPD.

Appropriateness
Changes to the rules around appropriateness, require
firms distributing IBIPs without the provision of a personal
recommendation to assess the ‘knowledge and experience’ of retail
investors before allowing them to buy complex products. Where
the product is considered not to be appropriate, a warning must be
provided to the customer.
If you operate a non-advised service (online investing/direct offer
promotions) you should consider the complexity of the product
before a transaction is concluded with a customer. Under MiFID,
a non-complex investment is a share or unit traded on a regulated
exchange and where there are no underlying complex structures i.e.
derivatives. For IBIPs, non-complex products are those that operate
similarly to those I’ve mentioned above.
Please note: The SimplyBiz Group recommends complex
products are not sold without advice to ordinary retail clients. For
execution only sales please refer to our EO guide on the SimplyBiz
website.
Knowledge and competence
The main change here is the introduction of a minimum 15
hours, per annum, of CPD activity for staff responsible or involved
in insurance distribution. CPD need only be carried out for those
products the individual or firm advises upon or promotes.
Records demonstrating compliance with these requirements must
be held for three years or more after stopping the relevant activity.
Retail Investment Advisers must include within their minimum
35 hours of annual CPD, at least 15 hours in relation to insurancebased investments. This 15 hour requirement should also include
non-investment insurance contracts, i.e. pure protection, where
appropriate.

Conflicts of interest
There are no big changes here; the IDD prohibits remuneration
to the firm or its employees (or assessing employees’ performance
in any way) which would conflict with the duty to act in the client’s
best interests.
In relation to IBIP distribution, firms are required to:
• take appropriate steps to identify conflicts of interest between
the firm and their customers, or between one customer and
another
• take all reasonable steps to prevent conflicts of interest, and
• where arrangements made to manage conflicts of interest are
not sufficient to ensure that the risks of damage to consumer
interests will be prevented, to disclose to the customer the
general nature and source of any conflicts.
Professional Indemnity Insurance
A hot topic of the moment, and not for positive reasons. Minimum
levels of cover per year will be:
• €1,250,000 single claim; and
• in aggregate €1,850,000 or if higher an amount equivalent to
10% of annual income (max. £30 million) this higher amount
would only apply where annual income exceeds €18,500,000.
Please note: This should be checked against your firm’s PII
certificate when renewed. Amounts can be quoted in sterling, and
currency exchange rates can be reflected in this.

If you have any questions about the information in this
article, or any other compliance queries, please don’t
hesitate to get in touch on 01484 439120
or at compliance@simplybiz.co.uk
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A NEW ERA
DAWNS FOR
LATER LIFE
PROTECTION

Ju s t i n Ta u r o g
Deputy CEO
VitalityLife
As welcome as the rise in UK life
expectancy has been – a 65 year-old man
can now, on average, expect to live to 83
and a half, rising to almost 86 for women
- one unforeseen consequence has been the
knock-on effects it’s produced in the area
of later life care. Whereas certain conditions
were once more likely to kill you, the huge
advances in medical technology mean our
chances of surviving cancer, heart attacks
and stroke, for example, are far greater than
they once were.
Great news, not least for the families
involved. But it also means that more
people are living for longer in poor health.
They’re having to dig deeper into their
savings, including to fund expensive care
bills they may not be able to afford, in an
effort to maintain dignity and quality of life
in their later years.
That’s even before we look at the issue
of dementia: over 7% of all over 65s year
olds are now living with the condition and
one in five of 85-89 year olds . At current
rates, it means that around a million
people in the UK will have dementia by
2025, rising to two million by 2050 . So
it’s all well and good welcoming longer life
expectancy. However, we also have to accept
it’s increasingly likely we’re going to have to
start planning for life events such as these
far earlier than we do now.

But here’s the thing. While it’s perfectly
simple to find insurance protection against
serious illness, try finding some sort of
plan that to provide later life protection
for conditions relevant to old age and the
search options narrow considerably. Look
for a combination of the two and you’ll find
absolutely nothing at all. Until now.

‘MORE PEOPLE ARE
LIVING FOR LONGER
IN POOR HEALTH.
THEY’RE HAVING TO
DIG DEEPER INTO
THEIR SAVINGS.’
In a world-first for the insurance market,
we’ve launched a new cover option,
Dementia and FrailCare Cover, to help
support people as they prepare for their later
years, whatever those years may bring. It’s
an integrated product, available on Serious
Illness Cover at no additional upfront cost
or underwriting, that could help towards
the cost of caring for dementia, Alzheimer’s,
Parkinson’s, stroke and frailty.

Of course, as the insurer that rewards
you for positive lifestyle habits, following
our healthy living programme over the
long term can also help protect against the
onset of later-life conditions in the first
place. However, we see this as a significant
first step in addressing one of the most
pressing issues in the protection industry,
and society more broadly. We hope our
clients will simply see it as adding an extra
welcome touch of financial certainty to a
future nobody can predict.

For more information visit
adviser.vitality.co.uk/DFC or speak
to your Business Consultant.
 www.telegraph.co.uk/news/2018/08/07/uk-bottom-leaguetable-life-expectancy-gains/
 www.dementiastatistics.org/statistics/
prevalence-by-age-in-the-uk/
 Alzheimer's Research UK, Prevalence by age in the UK, 2018
4 T&Cs apply. This is not a long term care product.
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HOW DO WE SOLVE THE
PROBLEM WITH PROTECTION?

Ja c q u i G i l l i e s
He a d o f M a r k e t i n g
Guardian
I've worked in the financial services industry for over 35 years,
so I’m very familiar with the problems we’ve faced over the years.
And how we’ve risen to the challenges of new legislation like
RDR, MMR, gender-neutral pricing, the credit crunch and so on.
I’m always amazed and delighted at the resilience of the adviser
community, which doesn’t just deal with the challenges but creates
business opportunities to prosper at these difficult times.
The biggest hurdle we’ve still to overcome is consumer
engagement

We’ve seen the emergence of direct-to-consumer life insurance
comparison sites encouraging people to buy their own life insurance.
It’s easy – just a few simple questions. It’s quick – only takes a few
minutes. It’s cheap – just a few pennies a day.
But are people buying what’s right for them?
For some, absolutely. But how many people know you can get
decreasing life cover? That they can have waiver of premium for
a few pence or even at no extra cost? That terminal illness cover
definitions will differ depending on the product and the provider?
That you can now nominate beneficiaries as part of a life cover
contract to remove the death benefit from the estate, and avoid the
hassle of dealing with probate? That’s quite a long list for just life
cover, which many still believe to be a commoditised product.
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‘WE THINK THERE’S A
HUGE OPPORTUNITY
FOR YOU TO TALK ABOUT
PROTECTION, WHETHER
YOU’RE GIVING MORTGAGE
ADVICE OR WEALTH
ADVICE.’
Huge growth potential

At Guardian, we want to grow the protection market. We think
there’s a huge opportunity for you to talk about protection, whether
you’re giving mortgage advice or wealth advice.
Our ambition is for every family to have protection that they truly
believe in. And we believe the only way to achieve that is if it’s sold
with quality advice.
You’re already having financial conversations with your clients.
But when you consider how many mortgages are taken out in the
UK every year, the number of protection policies sold isn’t anywhere
near close. And the same applies to wealth advice.

MORTGAGES, PROTEC TION AN D G I

The challenge to providers is to produce easy-to-understand
definitions, in simple intuitive language, which simultaneously
offer great cover and are future-proofed for the decades the policy
will last. When we achieve this as an industry, we'll make it easier
for you to explain to your clients what they’re covered for. And give
you peace of mind that you're recommending a quality product
that won’t let your clients down when they come to make a claim.
Nailing our colours to the mast

So why aren’t consumers buying protection through you? Lack of
trust in the products? The process? The perception that protection
is too expensive or that policies don’t pay out? The fact that you
don’t have enough time to advise every client? I think it’s all of the
above, but that’s not a reason to do nothing.
If we can get protection at the heart of all your advice conversations
– make it the cornerstone of all financial planning – so many more
families would be protected. It’s an easy win because the conversation’s
already taking place. The client is in the right headspace to talk about
their protection needs. And, as an adviser, you’re best placed to
explain how suitable and valuable the products are.
But we, as providers, need to make it easier for you.
Protection insurance is complicated

No matter how much we tell ourselves as an industry we’re
‘making it simple’ with simplified products or simple definitions
wording, for customers it’s complicated. Just ask your friends (who
don’t work in the industry) next time you’re out for a beer. They
understand the concept but ask them to explain how different
policies work in detail, and you’ll likely be met with an empty stare.
More importantly, people are complicated. Their protection needs
are complicated. Even if they’re savvy enough to know they need
cover for their mortgage and monthly outgoings – do they know
how much they need, how long they need it for and which type of
cover best fits their needs?
As a financial adviser, you understand what’s on offer, and you
understand your clients. You can make sure they’re getting the
best possible protection from an industry that’s full of noise and
complexity.

We’re committed to the adviser community. It’s our only route to
market. So, we’re putting all our efforts behind supporting you to
have better conversations with your clients.
That’s why we’ve designed our products to fit with the advice
process. Truly modular products that you can build to suit your
clients’ needs. We offer critical illness cover without children’s cover
because not all families have children. And you can add children’s
critical illness cover to just life cover.
We’ve used language that’s easy for you to explain and for your
clients to understand.
Our definitions are designed to pay out – over 80% of the
most claimed-for conditions only need confirmation from a UK
consultant for us to pay.
We’ve developed a new business platform called Protection Builder
that allows you to create the most suitable product combination for
each client.
Our brand promise is ‘Life. Made Better.’ For us, ‘better’ isn’t
about changing one big thing; it’s about improving lots of little
things. ‘Better’ is our brand’s driving force.
Our customers’ lives will be made better for knowing that they,
and their dependants, have cover specially designed to never let
them down.
And your lives, as advisers, will be made better for knowing that
working with us will be effortless, and that our policies will help
you give the very best advice.
Making life better for you through an efficient new business
process saves you time. The more time you can spend with your
clients – the more people in the UK will be protected from the
consequence of serious illness and death.
So maybe there isn’t a single solution to our protection problem.
But I think increased consumer engagement, with protection advice
at its core, will go a long way from where we are today.

Discover more about our proposition and
register at guardian1821.co.uk/advisers
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JUST
THE JOB
Our Income Protection is tuned to your clients’ needs
Absence from work because of illness or injury is one of the biggest risks your clients face. And it could have
a devastating impact on their finances. Our Income Protection includes a range of benefits to help your
clients and their families get the financial support they need - when they need it.

Find out more at

adviser.royallondon.com/protection
THIS IS FOR FINANCIAL ADVISER USE ONLY AND SHOULDN’T BE RELIED UPON BY ANY OTHER PERSON.
•••

The Royal London Mutual Insurance Society Limited is authorised by the Prudential Regulation Authority and regulated by the Financial Conduct Authority and the
Prudential Regulation Authority. The firm is on the Financial Services Register, registration number 117672. Registered in England and Wales number 99064.
Registered office: 55 Gracechurch Street, London, EC3V 0RL.
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TEC HNOLOGY IN YOUR BUSI N E S S

EMBRACE
TECHNOLOGY
AND REALISE
83% HIGHER
REVENUES

R o b Wa l t o n
C h i e f O p e ra t i n g O f f i c e r
In t e l l i f l o
We’ve long championed the role that
technology can play in the financial advice
profession here at Intelliflo. And why
wouldn’t we? Our business management
software, Intelligent Office, is used by
about a third of the UK financial advice
profession, with our technology sitting at the
heart of those firms’ operations. Intelligent
Office provides its users with a plethora of
functionality, enhanced by an ever-growing
pool of integration partners from across the
advice industry and beyond.
This is why we are launching the eAdviser
Index, to highlight that embracing the
technology on offer can have a fundamental
impact on any business. The eAdviser Index,
in short, gives each of the firms which use
Intelligent Office a score, determined by
their adoption of the tools on offer.
At first this may seem self-fulfilling: use
more of our tools and we’ll give you a higher
score. What the eAdviser Index highlights
conclusively, however, is that those firms
which score highly are outranking their
fellow advice firms in terms of a whole
range of business metrics, such as number of
clients advised, revenue generated, recurring
revenue and assets under management.

The correct use of technology, rather than the
use of technology for the sake of technology’s
use, is what is driving soaring ROI for our
leading eAdvisers.
With over 57% of our user base included
in the research so far, the Index shows
that firms which embrace and adopt the
technologies available generate, on average,
up to 83% more revenue per adviser, and
service more than double the amount of
active clients than those that do not. There
really is a marked difference between those
firms which are using the technology and
those which are not.
The eAdviser Index isn’t just about
technology, either. Of course, adopting the
right technology and deploying it effectively
is hugely important, but the Index also
highlights the importance of the human
role in the advice process. Those firms
with stronger administration teams also
outperform their industry peers. This might
seem like a common sense point, but a lot
of firms still haven’t found the right balance.
Freeing advisers to spend time with clients
really pays off.

The aim of the eAdviser Index is also to
show firms where they can improve and
how. We sincerely hope that the Index
proves to be a useful tool for advice firms
going forward, as a guide to how can they
adapt and evolve their own businesses in
response to technological advancements in
the industry.

For more information on the
Intelliflo eAdviser Index, please go to
www.intelliflo.com/eadviser-index
to view the full analysis report plus
a suite of related content to help
advisory firms understand that the
successful adoption of technology
has never been more achievable
or important.
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YOUR 2019 EVENTS
PROGRAMME
Richard Ardron
Marketing Director
The SimplyBiz Group
As the end of 2018 draws ever nearer, we have a little time to reflect on the year in passing and the
plans already afoot for 2019!
From an events perspective, it has once again been a great year. A year in which we delivered more
events, and welcomed more advisers to them, than ever before.
Adviser Today caught up with Richard Ardron, Group Marketing Director, for a behind the scenes
look at what goes into delivering an event programme, and to find out what the plans are for 2019.
What goes into putting the annual events programme
together?
Richard Ardron: Our events are something in which we take a great
amount of pride, and there’s a lot of work that goes into putting the
programme together before we even deliver the first event.
There are lots of components that make up each event. We need
to take into consideration external factors and influences, such as
regulation, legislation and the market, and there are always advisory
considerations that need to be taken into account, for example what
are advisers doing, where do they need information and support?
Once we’ve established a good grounding from which to build, we then
need to look at who we can engage to help us deliver the right event. There
are many potential partners that look to join our events programme,
but we need to ensure that each brings the right ingredients to the event.
We need to look at expertise, product coverage, quality of speaker,
ability to provide deeper support and also at how those partners will
deliver ongoing support once an event is over.
So, once we’ve got the subjects and the presenters, we need to marry
it all up to ensure it fits together to make for the perfect delivery.
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Whilst all of this is happening, the events team is busy sourcing and
securing all the venues needed to deliver the programme, liaising with
venues on requirements around room size, refreshments and lunch,
whilst ensuring our logistics team is going to be available to set up,
courier equipment, ensure sound and visuals will work and so on.
Once all of this has been agreed, we map out events to venues, to
speakers, to audience and the programme will start to take shape,
with lots of moving components along the way.
So, after all that, are you ready to go on the road?
RA: Not quite! Once we’ve locked down the events, the work then
begins to get ready for the first delivery, it’s a bit like a show (perhaps
not as grand), with rehearsals! We will have a co-ordination meeting
internally to agree what we’d like to cover before then engaging
with our chosen partners to ensure that they are able and, of course,
happy, to deliver this. We then meet all presenters to map the day out
before moving into individual dry runs, then a final dry run which is
conducted as though it was the meeting day itself.

Wow, quite a lot to get ready, so who makes it all
happen?
RA: Well, as you’d imagine with so many components, there are a
number of key people needed to make it all come together.
Personally, I work with Lou (Wilson) as Head of Events and both
Ricky (Nuttall) and Mark (Greenwood) from a policy side to look at
just what we want to deliver; we will work as a team on many of the
components referred to earlier, with those three playing the key role of
pulling together the dry runs and knocking the session into shape with
our partners.
Advisers will be familiar with Lou, Ricky and Mark as the face of
the events. As a team, they run up and down the country not only
delivering the events themselves, but also ensuring they are set up and
good to go hours before kick-off.
I’d also like to mention the guys back at the office pulling the strings –
Donna, Amy and Zoe, who may not always be front of house, but most
of you will know from speaking to them on the phone. As a side note,
I’m delighted to say that Donna will also be out and about next year,
supporting the hosting of events as we put on even more than before!

On top of that, we will offer more focussed events, such as protection
workshops, tax efficient workshops and, through our wider brands,
mortgage and workplace events. Based on the demand from this year,
we will continue to offer more hands-on technology based workshops,
and may even add a couple of new ones to the mix!
In addition, we have six scheduled Advice Shows in for 2019, which
are proving more popular with each edition. This allows advisers to
tune in to get up-to-date news and views without the need to go to a
physical event, a great complement to the face-to-face events.
Sounds like a busy year for events, when can advisers
find out more?
RA: We have released the dates and venues for the first round of
Investment Forums events already, which are accessible on the Events
pages of the Member website and more will be added as soon as they are
secured. We will, as always, keep advisers up to date with what’s going
on in the world of events through our email communication and printed
brochures for each round.

Tell us what we can expect from the 2019 event
programme?
RA: I think in short, I’d say more of the same, plus…a little bit extra!
We will offer our flagship events – the Learning and Development
Events (two rounds at 21 venues each time) and our Investment Forums
(in 2019 they will match the LDEs by visiting 21 venues twice a year).

Visit the Events area of your Member website at
www.simplybiz.co.uk to view all of our |
upcoming events and book your place.
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LIGHTS. CAMERA. ACTION
Tune in for all the latest news, views and insight into some of the biggest
issues shaping our industry.

The Advice Show is the must see show for all financial advisers. Screened live from studios in
London, we bring you access to some of the industry's foremost experts.
With so much going on in and around the financial services
industry, from market movements and political uncertainty to
changing product sets and consumer needs, keeping up to speed
whilst running a business is not without its challenges.
With this in mind, we bring you The Advice Show – dedicated to
bringing you right up-to-date with all the goings on that affect you
and your business.
Brought to you exclusively by The SimplyBiz Group, the show is
broadcast live from studios in London direct to you. So, if you want
to keep up to date but don’t have the time to travel to a face-to-face
event, you can simply tune-in via your laptop, PC or mobile device,
wherever you are.
What’s more, if you miss any show, or want to watch some, or all
of it again, you can catch up on demand!
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Schedule

We now screen six shows a year and, when it’s particular busy, we
may even add bonus shows, like we did this month.
Month

Show

January

Advice Show - BITE SIZE

March

Advice Show

May

MI Live

July

Advice Show - BITE SIZE

September

Advice Show

November

MI Live

PROFESSIONAL AND PERSONAL DEVELOP ME N T

Catch up on demand

Our last show of 2018 has just aired and is now available to view
via our on demand service. You can choose whether to watch just
some or all of the show – it’s up to you.
What you missed:
• Market review
What drove the markets of 2018 and, more importantly, what
can we expect in 2019? Find out what our panel of experts
had to say – featuring Rob Marshall-Lee, Investments leader
of BNY Mellon’s Newton Global Emerging Markets team,
Trevor Greetham, Head of Multi Asset, RLAM, and John
Husselbee, Co-fund Manager HC Verbatim Growth Funds
• Centralised retirement proposition
There is a growing realisation that investing for growth and
investing for a sustainable income in retirement are two very
different things, possibly requiring a different approach to risk
profiling, asset allocation and investment selection. Karl Dines
looks at best practice in the adoption of a CRP within
an advisory firm.
• Emerging Market Investment Special
In this special feature, we take a deep dive into the global
emerging markets, with a specific focus on what we can learn
from 2018, and what we can expect to see in 2019.
• Insight into alternative investment products in the lending
market
It’s not always about multi-asset and platforms! Here we
looked at when the right time and place is to use alternative
investment strategies for your clients, including direct and
peer-to-peer lending.
• SPECIAL FEATURE:
Advisers and providers – The 2019 Dynamic
Featuring Ronnie Taylor, Chief Distribution Officer, AEGON
and Rose St Louis, Head of Strategic Partnerships, Zurich.
Senior leaders from two of the most prominent manufacturers
in the market discussed how they see the advice market
developing and how they will shape up to serve you in 2019.
• The DB landscape– where are we now?
Following countless FCA rules and rule adjustments, issues
with the PI market and more consumer interest in pensions
than we’ve ever seen before, our team of experts examine the
DB landscape. Are clients living the dream, or facing retirement
nightmares? Where will DB go over the next five years, and will
the triage system have any impact?

So, to watch previous shows, find out when the next
show is and register to watch, all you need to do is visit
www.theadviceshow.co.uk for full details.
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